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ABSTRACT 

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is a widely used plastic, especially to produce PET bottles. However, 
waste PET bottles pose an environmental risk if they are not well managed. Recycling is an appropriate 
way to treat PET bottles, ideally by recycling them back into PET bottles. Nevertheless, recycling PET 
into food-grade recycled PET is challenging and the resulting quality is heavily dependent on the quality 
of the feedstock, i.e., the PET flakes. This thesis aimed to evaluate the quality of food-grade PET flakes 
on the E U market. Although the quality of PET flakes has already been the subject of several scientific 
studies, the analysis of the qualitive parameters of PET flakes has never been applied to such a large 
area as is the E U market. However, extensive analysis is essential for trend mapping and possible quality 
optimisation. For the analysis, material from different areas of the E U collected over a period of two 
years was used. The quality assessment included the quality control methods set out in E N ISO standards 
and standard operating procedures (SOPs), as well as spectrophotometry, Fourier-transform infrared 
spectroscopy - Attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR), and measurement of intrinsic viscosity. The 
suitability of each supplier and trends across the batches delivered were assessed. The most important 
findings included (1) other plastics content is the most problematic quality parameter of PET flakes, 
(2) other plastics content originates mainly from bottles and is independent of the collection system, 
(3) a higher degradation rate of PET flakes supplied by Western producers compared to the material 
from producers located in the East of the E U . A comprehensive analysis of the E U market and quality 
trends in PET bottle recycling by geographical area and type of collection system were provided. These 
results will not only be useful for practice, but they could also provide an incentive to improve legislation 
on the assessment of plastic contaminants or the introduction of more appropriate PET bottle design. 

ABSTRAKT 

Polyethylentereftalát (PET) je široce používaný plast, zejména pro výrobu PET lahví. Odpadní PET 
lahve však představují riziko pro životní prostředí, pokud se s nimi dobře nenakládá. Vhodným 
způsobem nakládání s PET lahvemi je recyklace, ideálně jejich zpětná recyklace na PET lahve. 
Recyklace PET na recyklovaný PET potravinářské kvality se však může potýkat s několika problémy 
a výsledná kvalita je do značné míry závislá na kvalitě vstupní suroviny: PET vloček. Cílem této práce 
bylo zhodnotit kvalitu potravinářských PET vloček na trhu E U . Ačkoli kvalita PET vloček již byla 
předmětem několika vědeckých studií, analýza kvalitativních parametrů PET vloček nebyla nikdy 
aplikována na tak rozsáhlou oblast, jakou je trh v rámci E U . Rozsáhlá analýza je však nezbytná pro 
zmapování trendů a případnou optimalizaci kvality. Pro analýzu byl použit materiál z různých oblastí 
E U shromážděný v průběhu dvou let. Při hodnocení kvality byly použity metody kontroly kvality 
stanovené v normách E N ISO a interních normách, jakož i spektrofotometrie, infračervená 
spektroskopie s Fourierovou transformací metodou zeslabeného úplného odrazu (FTIR-ATR) a měření 
vnitřní viskozity. Hodnotila se vhodnost jednotlivých dodavatelů a trendy napříč dodanými šaržemi. 
Mezi nejdůležitější zjištění patří (1) obsah ostatních plastů je nejproblematičtějším parametrem kvality 
PET vloček, (2) ostatní plasty pochází především z lahví a jejich obsah není závislý na systému sběru, 
(3) vyšší míra degradace PET vloček dodávaných západními výrobci ve srovnání s materiálem od 
výrobců nacházejících se na východě E U . Byla poskytnuta komplexní analýzu trhu E U a kvalitativních 
trendů v recyklaci PET lahví v závislosti na zeměpisném umístění a typu sběrného systému. Tyto 
výsledky budou užitečné nejen pro praxi, ale mohly by být také podnětem pro zlepšení legislativy 
v oblasti vyhodnocování plastových kontaminantů nebo pro zavádění vhodnějšího designu PET lahví. 

KEY WORDS 
PET recycling, food-grade rPET, contamination, quality, PET flakes 

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 
Recyklace PET, potravinářský rPET, kontaminace, kvalita, PET vločky 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Plastics have become a popular material among manufacturers and consumers as they offer a wide range 
of properties and possibilities of application. However, despite their advantages, the excessive use of 
plastics and the poor management of plastic waste introduces severe problems and environmental 
burdens. For this reason, it is essential to provide and implement optimal solutions for plastic waste 
treatment. 

Recycling is often considered an appropriate solution. One of the most and best recyclable plastics is 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET). PET bottles are an intensively recycled plastic application, even for 
food reuse. For food applications, extrusion (melting) takes place to produce pellets of recycled PET. 
To ensure the safety of the recycling process, a high quality of the supplied material - PET flakes - is 
required [1]. 

To be used in food-grade applications, the quality of PET is determined by several parameters [2]. The 
final quality of recycled PET depends on various factors such as the material supplied or the processing 
technology. As a result, the quality of PET flakes can vary from one supplier to another [1,2]. This can 
cause complications for PET flake processors. 

Although the quality parameters of PET flakes have been investigated and described in many papers, 
including local market research [3-5], it was concluded that there is a gap in the scientific literature: 
none of the papers addressed quality parameters at a scale beyond the local market, let alone the market 
within the European Union (EU). It was assumed it would be appropriate to fill this gap, as this can 
provide valuable information for industry and research. Therefore, the aim is to assess the quality of 
PET flakes in the E U market based on a comprehensive analysis of material from suppliers operating in 
different E U countries. 

The theoretical part will provide the necessary information for understanding mechanical recycling 
technologies and their connection with quality parameters. Furthermore, the quality parameters will be 
discussed to understand better the origin or causes of these parameters, the associated problems, and 
possible improvements. 

For the experimental part, a cooperation existed with a pellet producer who processes PET flakes to 
study a range of PET flake samples from many manufacturers operating in different E U countries. 
Various parameters in these PET flake samples were measured and evaluated in relation to the individual 
manufacturers. Quality control parameters (e.g., contamination, bulk density), colour, and intrinsic 
viscosity were the subjects of the analyses. Trends were sought, as well as the drivers of these trends 
and the resulting recommendations for PET flakes processors. Relationships between the different 
parameters were also investigated. In addition, new measurement methodologies were proposed to 
improve the quality assessment of PET flakes. 

It is important to note that the topic of this thesis is closely related to and intended to serve practice. 
Therefore, some specific information may not be supported by literature sources but is confirmed by 
practice. This type of information will be used most in Chapters 2.4 and 3.3, and for each such statement, 
the origin from practice will be mentioned. 
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2 THEORETICAL PART 
2.1 Polyethylene terephthalate 
PET is a thermoplastic that belongs to the most widely produced polymers. PET properties and other 
indicators justify its preference over other materials [1, 6, 7]. PET is suitable for use in many 
applications: non-food (straps, fibres) and food, from which packaging materials and PET bottles are 
especially important [7]. Of all PET applications, PET bottles are the most consumer-relevant. PET has 
several exceptional properties that make it an ideal material for beverage packaging, such as low weight 
or low breakability [1]. 

In general, the preferential use of PET leads to its intensive production [8] and, consequently, to PET 
waste generation. Nonetheless, its high resistance to biodegradation poses a challenge [9]. Thus, PET 
waste should be managed optimally. Once PET waste is not handled well, it introduces many problems 
such as littering [1], pollution, microplastic formation [9], and a worse carbon footprint [1]. Recycling 
is one of the best options for plastic waste management [10]. It represents an economically optimal way 
to reduce discarded PET [6]. Moreover, optimized recycling processes can save materials and resources 
[10]. 

Particularly PET bottles are products that exhibit good properties for recycling [1]. Specifically, their 
specific weight, mechanical strength, low price, and well-established collection infrastructure facilitate 
the collection and subsequent recycling of PET [7]. Currently, recyclate made from PET bottles is not 
only used for non-food and general food applications; PET bottle-to-bottle recycling is developing 
intensively. Even though PET bottle-to-bottle recycling is now operating on a relatively large scale, 
recycling still faces several challenges today. Efforts are therefore being made to optimise it [1, 7, 11]. 

2.1.1 Recycling of P E T 
PET recycling is widely promoted, especially for environmental and sustainability reasons [7]. In 
general, four types of plastic recycling exist: primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary. While primary 
recycling refers to the recycling of homogeneous industrial waste, others refer to the recycling of the 
postconsumer wastes [12]. Mechanical (secondary) recycling is based on reprocessing wastes 
mechanically [1, 12] and will be elaborated further in the upcoming chapters. Tertiary (chemical) 
recycling is a process that leads to the intended chemical cleavage of PET chains into high-quality 
monomers or oligomers that can be resynthesized into various applications [12, 13]. Quaternary 
recycling refers to the incineration of wastes, generating energy that can be further used [12]. This thesis 
will deal with mechanical recycling for several reasons. Firstly, analysed samples - PET flakes - were 
obtained via mechanical recycling. Secondly, this type of recycling is very common [13]. Thirdly, 
mechanical recycling is the most economically and environmentally friendly when compared to other 
recycling technologies [14, 15]. 

Nowadays, the recycling is widely applied mainly in the case of PET bottles. There are many reasons, 
for example, the distinguishability of PET bottles from other plastic waste, accessibility [1, 16], and low 
use of additives [1]. A significant amount of produced recycled PET (rPET) is used in non-food 
applications such as straps or fibres because these applications do not require high-quality material and 
tolerate a higher degree of contamination of rPET when compared to food-grade rPET 1 . When such 
rPET is used in food applications, the possibility is to use multilayer containers where the rPET layer is 
not in contact with food [1]. rPET can be even mixed with other polymers using compatibilizers [17]. 

However, as sophisticated decontamination technologies exist, rPET can match the quality of virgin 
PET and can therefore be used in the food industry, especially to produce PET bottles or trays. For 
recycling a discarded PET bottle into a new PET bottle, the term bottle-to-bottle recycling is used [1]. 

1 Refer to Figure 7 to see an example for quality requirements for PET flakes for food-grade applications. 
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The blend of rPET with virgin PET is usually used in production of new PET bottles to ensure the quality 
requirements [17]. Recycling PET bottles is becoming a necessity in some countries as it has recently 
been enshrined in their legislation. In the E U , PET bottle manufacturers will be required to use at least 
25% rPET in produced bottles from 2025. This minimal limit will rise to 30% in 2030 [18]. As a result, 
recycling rates will need to be significantly increased along with continuous optimisation of recycling 
processes. 

Despite all the benefits that PET recycling brings, it is also crucial to ensure that the whole operation is 
financially viable for the manufacturer [7]. Unlike many other polymers, recycled PET has a significant 
market value, plus many other benefits [7, 19]. One of these advantages relates to carbon footprint and 
life cycle assessment (LCA). 

2.1.2 Carbon footprint and life cycle analysis of recycled P E T 
With climate change being one of the most debated environmental issues, measuring carbon footprint 
has become an important indicator for various processes and products. The carbon footprint is defined 
as the amount of greenhouse gases emissions that directly result from the phenomenon under study 
throughout its life cycle [20]. Data provided by the Austrian recycling company PRT (PET Recycling 
Team GmbH) has shown that replacing virgin PET with rPET can reduce the associated greenhouse gas 
emissions by up to 80%. More specifically, the carbon footprint of rPET was estimated to be 0.45 kg 
carbon dioxide per kg of recycled material, whereas the carbon footprint of virgin PET is 2.15 kg per kg 
of virgin material. In other words, carbon footprint of virgin PET is 1.7 kg higher per 1 kg of material 
compared to rPET. A l l operations related to rPET production (such as collection, sorting, pelletising, 
and so on) were factored into the study [21]. Another study showed that producing rPET instead of 
virgin PET can save 2.28 kg/kg of carbon dioxide emissions. Moreover, the production of rPET saves 
87.6% of energy (including local transport) compared to virgin PET [22]. 

In addition to the carbon footprint, another informative tool that describes the environmental impact of 
recycling is the L C A . L C A assesses the environmental burden brought by all operations during the 
whole life cycle of an object [23]. Using L C A , it was found that PET bottles (made of virgin PET) could 
be replaced by either 100% recycled cans for carbonated drinks to reduce the impact, while beverage 
cartons were found to be more suitable for juices and milk. Glass has always had worse results than 
PET, even 100% recycled, but returnable bottles were not considered [24]. Once included in the study, 
returnable glass bottles either performed slightly worse (in the case of non-carbonated beverages) or had 
similar results to 100% virgin PET bottles [25]. In another study where the recycled content of PET 
bottles was included, the results were by far the most favourable for PET bottles. At the point where 
50% recycled content is used in the PET bottle, returnable glass bottles may still represent a more 
optimal solution. However, PET bottles with 100% recycled content outperformed all other types of 
beverage packaging [26].2 

Additionally, rPET does not outperform virgin PET only in the case of carbon footprint. Using recycled 
resin also reduces other negative phenomena, e.g., acidification, eutrophication, and smog impact. It has 
been found that the use of rPET saves energy. However, rPET is associated with higher water 
consumption [27]. 

The previous chapters have aimed to justify the recycling of PET. What needs to be done as a first step 
to produce rPET is to collect PET waste from households and other waste producers. As this step is 
crucial for further processing and the resulting quality, it will be addressed in the next chapter. 

2 It is important to draw the reader's attention to the issue of comparing and generalising LCA studies. The results 
are highly dependent on individual indicators (e.g. transport, energy sources) [24]. It is therefore advisable to 
consider these results as indicative but not to apply them generally and in absolute terms. 
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2.2 Mechanical recycling: collection, contamination, and its separation 
In theory, mechanical recycling is a process in which the polymer is reprocessed by physical means [28], 
without changes in chemical and polymeric structure [13, 17]. However, in practice, polymer chains can 
be cleaved in the process, which is an unwanted degradation due to contamination and mechanical stress 
[6, 13, 28, 29]. The degradation will be described in detail in the following chapters. 

In the case of PET bottles, the process includes the following steps: washing, grinding, drying, and 
sorting (in varying order). Small fragments of PET bottles - PET flakes - are produced. Subsequently, 
PET flakes are subjected to extrusion (melting) and possibly to further processing - for example, to 
regranulation and pelletising which result in the production of granules or pellets [ 1 ,6 ] - see Figure 1. 
During regranulation, additional steps can be employed to enhance the quality of the recycled material 
up to food grade, such as solid-state polycondensation - SSP [1] or liquid-state polycondensation LSP 
[30]. 

conventional recycling 
recollected 

P E T X P E T flakes 
bottles 

grinding, washing, removal 

of caps and labels 

decontamination 

decontamination, 

180-230 °C, 1-2 h 

inert gas or vacuum 

reextrusion (optional) 

amorphous P E T ^ super-clean P E T 

pellets flakes 

280-290 °C, vacuum degasing 

crystall isation 

(optional) 

crystalline 

P E T pellets 

Figure 1: The example of PET mechanical recycling process. Modified from source: [1], pg. 871. 

The contamination of postconsumer PET significantly affects the quality of rPET [6]. Mechanical 
recycling is particularly susceptible to contamination in the recycled material [28]. In this regard, the 
type of collection system seems crucial as different contamination levels were identified in rPET 
produced from various collection systems [31]. Therefore, the following section will describe the types 
of collection systems. 

2.2.1 Collection systems 
PET can be collected in different ways. A strategy that is considered to yield lower contaminant levels 
is the mono-collection system, mainly implemented through deposit-refund systems (DRS) [31]. DRS 
is based on the introduction of a refundable fee for packaging material. When buying a beverage in 
a PET bottle, the consumer must pay an additional cost (deposit) for the bottle itself. This deposit is 
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refunded to the consumer when the emptied bottle is handed in at the collection point [32]. This 
collection strategy is in place in many European countries (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: European countries with deposit systems for PET bottles (green) together with collection rates. 
Source: [33]. 

However, mainly co-mingled separation strategy is implemented in the E U for plastics in general [34]. 
This system is founded on the collection together with other materials with consequent separation in the 
sorting facilities. Plastics can be collected with metals [31] or beverage cartons. These combinations can 
be found in many European countries, for example, Belgium, France [34], and the Czech Republic [35]. 
A more heterogeneous collection system exists in the U K , based on mixed collection of the mentioned 
materials with glass and paper from which plastics are separated in the sorting facilities [31]. 

In non-EU countries, the waste management may differ. In general, the waste management in developing 
countries (such as Brazil or India) may be realised in insufficient, improper ways [36-38]. An effort to 
implement functioning waste management policies (or already a realization of a policy) is observable in 
many non-EU regions, such as South America or South Asia [13]. Still, the organized recycling systems 
can be absent [36]. Material and PET flakes with an origin outside the E U will not be examined in this 
thesis. 

The waste collection is considered to have an impact on rPET contamination. Mono-collection systems 
of PET bottles are regarded to yield less contaminated rPET [31]. But the co-mingled separation systems 
are more frequently implemented in many countries [34], including the Czech Republic [35]. However, 
it is not only the waste stream that is a source of contamination - but the materials also used to produce 
PET bottles and their components often pose problems as well. Therefore, not only the collection 
strategy, but also the technology and separation equipment used are crucial for the resulting quality of 
rPET [31]. Some authors find these technologies even more important than the collection systems [11]. 

\ 
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Some researchers support this claim in cases where the design of PET bottles is inappropriate in a certain 
area and more contamination comes from bottle components than from faulty sorted items [5]. Thus, 
not only the collection scheme but also the technology used in reprocessing and the bottle design are 
critical for the final quality of rPET. In any case, sorting is an important step, and many technologies 
are used to reduce contamination as much as possible. These technologies will be a subject of the next 
chapter. 

2.2.2 Sorting technologies 
Separation of contaminants is essential to achieve a suitable quality of recyclate. To prevent the 
contaminants to enter the final product, various separation technologies must be introduced [1, 6, 11]. 
In general, separation is based on finding a property that differs between PET and a given contaminant 
- for example, melting point, density, or NIR (near-infrared) spectrum. Identification and separation are 
subsequently done based on these differences [11]. 

In PET flakes production, sorting is introduced before the waste enters the recycling technology and 
usually, the final product (PET flakes) is re-sorted to achieve higher quality [11]. Both manual and 
automatic sorting can be used for the input material. Thus, the producer can choose to use either manual 
or automatic sorting, each of which has advantages and disadvantages [6, 11, 39]. 

2.2.2.1 Manual sorting 
The first option is to introduce manual sorting. Before entering the recycling line, the waste is moved 
onto a conveyor belt. Workers are positioned around the conveyor belt to collect and remove objects 
that should not enter the technology [39]. The disadvantages of this type of sorting are the costs [6] and 
the need for trained workers [40]. Moreover, it is often inefficient concerning contaminant removal [41] 
and sorting capacity [39]. The fact that the working conditions are not appealing to people cannot be 
overlooked [42]. But based on the practical experience, there is an important advantage: workers can 
sort waste that cannot be sorted using automatic sorting systems such as NIR [43]. 

Compared to manual sorting, automatic sorting is considered consistent, more efficient, and able to 
manage the high throughput of waste. The initial high investment should be recouped in the future if the 
recycling or sorting facilities handle a larger volume of material. However, this may not be met for some 
smaller plants. Different systems can be used, e.g., machine vision or NIR sorting [39]. However, once 
the contaminant has similar characteristics that are difficult to distinguish from PET bottles, it is not 
recognised and separated by some automatic sorting systems [44]. For this reason, and based on the 
practical experience, combining manual and automatic sorting seems to be appropriate option [43]. 

2.2.2.2 Flotation 
Before the automatic sorting technologies are described in more detail, it is necessary to focus on 
flotation process. Flotation is a widely used, simple, and low-cost separation technology [45] based on 
the principle of differences in densities. The ground material is fed into the tank filled with a flotation 
medium. The plastics with a density higher than the density of the medium will sink to the bottom and 
vice versa. Water is usually used as a flotation medium [11]. In such a case, the separation threshold is 
1.00 g-cm 3; see Figure 3: once the position of a red bar is to the left of the density of water (blue line), 
the material will float during flotation. Conversely, materials with the bars positioned to the right will 
sink and not be separated. Flotation using water as a medium is environment friendly [45, 46]. 
Nevertheless, flotation is not able to separate two polymers with a density higher than 1.00 g-cm"3 (such 
as polyvinylchloride - PVC - and PET). Moreover, phenomena such as attached bubbles, particle shape 
or size, and feedstock dosage can influence this type of separation [45]. 
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Figure 3: Densities of commonly occurring plastics and non-plastic materials compared to density of water. 
Source: [45], pg. 1785. 

Other types of flotation media working on different principles may be used to separate such polymers 
during flotation, but they can introduce additional problems, such as additional costs or the production 
of hazardous waste [47, 48]. 

2.2.2.3 Automatic sorting systems 
NIR sorting systems are widely used for whole bottles and ground PET flakes [11]. The reason is that 
NIR sensors can detect a sequence of different polymers fast and reliably enough, also for higher 
throughputs. However, NIR does not distinguish between different applications made of the same 
polymer (such as PET bottles and PET trays) [42] and polymers with the resemblance in spectra, such 
as PET and polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG) [44]. Also, the exception exists for black-
pigmented plastics, as they cannot be recognized by NIR [49, 50] due to their high absorbance [49]. The 
issue of black-pigmented plastics can be tackled by MIR (mid-infrared) and other types of detectors [49, 
50] or colour detectors, that can be programmed to automatically separate all black particles [51]. The 
fact that colour sensors remove black particles non-selectively (concerning polymeric composition) does 
not pose a problem for production of clear food-grade rPET. In such a case, black particles represent 
either polymer contamination or darkly-coloured PET flakes which are undesirable in the material 
because of their effect on the final colour and quality of the recyclate [5]. The separation of products 
covered with labels is also problematic [42]. 

Machine vision is an automatic sorting method that has the potential to bridge the shortcomings of NIR 
sorting. Using algorithms, AI (artificial intelligence), and RGB (red-green-blue) cameras, the equipment 
can be programmed to sort incoming waste based on visual characteristics. This can solve problems with 
dark coloured plastics and contaminants, applications made from the same polymer, or labelled products 
[42]. Moreover, these devices are claimed to be economical and universal in use [52]. Theoretically, 
they could replace manual sorting. Still, researchers reported several disadvantages concerning machine 
vision sorting. First, machine vision should be used in combination with different sorting methods, as 
this approach is ineffective alone. Second, since machine vision is based on deep learning, large datasets 
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need to be created to achieve highly effective separation [42]. However, this is also a problem in manual 
sorting [40]. 

Colour separators can distinguish between bottles or flakes of different colours. Colour separation is 
necessary as differently coloured flakes or bottles are undesirable. First, they have different economical 
values [51], but also may influence the colour of final rPET pellets [53]. Manual sorting can eliminate 
a considerable amount of differently coloured bottles, but automatic sorters can also perform colour 
sorting of flakes [51]. Camera sensors based on visible spectrometry or prism-coupling are used to 
identify unwanted particles [19]. Unlike machine vision, colour separators can sort particles only based 
on colour, but not based on shape [19, 51]. 

Magnetic and eddy current separators are usually used for the separation of metals. Magnetic separators 
are relatively simple, using magnetic forces to separate ferrous metals from the waste stream. Eddy 
current separators are used to also separate non-ferrous (i.e., non-magnetic) metals such as aluminium. 
In an eddy current separator, a magnetic rotor generates an electric field and, consequently, a magnetic 
field. As a result, metal particles are separated due to repulsion [54], see Figure 4. 

Feed waste 

• Non metal particles 
o Non ferrous metal particles 

Figure 4: Eddy current separation scheme. Source: [54], pg. 27. 

Another possible way of separating metal particles is to employ X-ray detectors. If X-ray detection is 
connected to the atomic mass analysis, heavy atoms such as chlorine can be detected in a waste stream. 
This attribute can be useful for detecting chlorinated polymers, such as P V C and other halogenated 
plastics [55]. 

There are several types of separation technologies, but PET manufacturers typically use a combination 
of metal, colour, and NIR separators in their technology [11]. As a result, sorting machine manufacturers 
can combine multiple sensor types in a single sorting machine [56, 57]. For example, VARISORT+ by 
company Sesotec combines NIR, colour, and metal sensors [57] as well as F L A K E PURIFIER+ by the 
same producer [56]. VARISORT is described in Figure 5. 
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C-Sensor 

conveyor belt illumination units air ejection system 

Figure 5: VARISORT sorting system, where three sensors (colour, metal, and NIR) are employed 
simultaneously. Source: [58], pg. 2. 

Despite all the options, it is important to acknowledge that the separation of contamination is a trade
off between the resulting quality and quantitative losses. Due to the introduction of final flake sorting, 
up to 10% of the material can be lost [5]. Higher sensitivity results in higher losses and thus must be 
well considered [59]. 

After the PET flakes are free of contamination and have gone through the entire production process, 
they are ready for direct use or extrusion. The problem with extrusion is that the material must be treated 
by sophisticated technologies to obtain pellets of a certain quality after processing [1]. Why this is the 
case, what happens during extrusion, and why the presence of contamination in this step is problematic 
will be the subject of the next chapter. 
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2.3 Food-grade recycled P E T production and contamination 

2.3.1 Quality specification of food-grade recycled P E T 
The quality requirements, especially concerning contamination levels, are more stringent for food-grade 
rPET than for rPET used in non-food applications [1]. Therefore, additional requirements are posed on 
food-grade rPET, especially in terms of molecular contamination. The significant difference in these 
two groups of rPET applications also affects the recycled feedstock. Even though made of the same 
polymer, non-food PET waste can be a source of contamination. As a result, the amount of non-food 
PET products in the recycled waste stream needs to be carefully monitored and may only represent 5% 
of the total amount of material to be recycled in food-grade rPET production [2]. The reason is that this 
level was assessed to have no adverse effects on human health [2, 60]. 

Among others, these requirements have been adopted by legislation in recent years. According to 
Regulation (EC) No 282/2008 and - more recently - Regulation (EU) 2022/1616, producers planning 
to produce food-grade rPET must first obtain permission from the European Food Safety Agency 
(EFSA) [61, 62]. Although mechanical recycling has already been declared as the technology that can 
produce food-grade rPET, every producer must undergo EFSA testing and certification [62]. Besides 
the EFSA certification, the producer has to comply with good manufacturing practices [11] and, of 
course, comply with the requirements of the final buyers of rPET pellets, which go beyond E F S A and 
other regulations [43]. 

At the end of the technology testing, EFSA will publish an assessment for each manufacturer 
summarising the technology used, the test results, and the final opinion. The opinion sets out the 
decontamination conditions that must be met for the food-grade rPET production. The final provisions 
specify, for example, what proportion of recyclate can be used in food applications or whether recycled 
products can be filled with hot contents. These provisions may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer 
[63-66] - see Figure 6. 

Company Technology Maximal ^PET ^ Source 

RE-PET Erema Basic 70% X [63] 
Omorika Recycling PET direct iV+ 100% \ X [64] 
Greenpet Starlinger iV+ 100% s/ [65] 
rPETInWaste NGR 100% -y [66] 

* Maximal content ofrPET that can be used for PET drinking bottles production 

Figure 6: Examples of EFSA evaluation for selected companies. Sources: [63-66]. 

Even though challenge tests focus mainly on volatile contaminants, pellet producers also have special 
requirements for the quality of incoming PET flakes [63-66]. An example of rPET InWaste company is 
shown in Figure 7. 
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Parameter Maximal limit [mg-kg1] 
Moisture 10 000 
P V C content 50 
Glue max. PET flakes with glue content 500 
Polyolefins content 100 
Polyamide content 50 
Metals 50 
Wood, paper, cellulose 50 

Figure 7: Technical parameters of PET flakes reprocessed in rPET InWaste. Modified from source: [66], pg. 10. 

The technical parameters of the inputs (PET flakes) may differ from one rPET pellet manufacturer to 
another. This depends mainly on the process equipment and its ability to cope with contamination in 
flakes [63-66] as well as the robustness of machinery [43]. In general, significant progress has been 
made in contaminant removal during the mechanical recycling of PET [1]. Nevertheless, some types of 
contaminants exist that can introduce technological, qualitative, or health issues - be it solid or volatile 
contamination. 

2.3.2 Contamination in food-grade recycled P E T 
2.3.2.1 Volatile contamination 
Volatile contaminants can enter rPET together with solid contamination (e.g., as residues from cleaning 
products and other non-food plastics) [67] or can be formed as by-products of the degradation of PET 
or other contaminants [6, 68]. Volatile contaminants are especially important in final food-grade rPET 
pellets [2], see Figure 8. The main concern is that the contaminants and their residues may migrate into 
food or beverages and subsequently cause health risks. The health risks become particularly significant 
in the case of infants who may drink beverages from PET bottles containing some recycled material. As 
a result, the requirements have been set with a high degree of caution [2, 69]. In practice, manufacturers 
must use technologies that remove between 90% to 97% of each type of contaminant [69], but the 
efficiencies can be even higher than 99.9% in some cases. The efficiencies are evaluated in challenge 
tests done according to EFSA [66]. 

The testing is done using EFSA's approved challenge tests. At the beginning of the testing, the PET 
flakes are artificially contaminated. The flakes are then subjected to a technological process. The 
residual concentrations of the introduced contaminants are then measured to evaluate the effectiveness 
and applicability of the tested technology. Challenge tests map the contamination that remains in food-
grade rPET after processing, as well as the ability of contaminants to migrate from food-grade rPET to 
food [2, 60]. 

To ensure that the recycling process is assessed as not posing health risks, the residual contamination of 
observed contaminants in final rPET pellets (c r e s) must be below the model cut-off concentration (cmod). 
Cmod is determined based on the ability of the contaminant to migrate into the food and subsequently 
into the exposed person; the default exposed person is usually an infant as these limits are the lowest 
[2]. See the monitored volatile contaminants and limits in Figure 8. 
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Surrogate cmod [mgkg^PET] 
Toluene 0.09 
Chlorobenzene 0.09 
Methyl salicylate 0.13 
Phenylcyclohexane 0.14 
Benzophenone 0.16 
Lindane 0.31 
Methyl stearate 0.32 

Figure 8: Observed volatiles in rPET, their molecular weights, and determined model concentration by EFSA. 
Modified from source: [2], pg. 24. 

Acetaldehyde, for instance, is not the subject of the challenge tests, even though it is the most important 
molecular contaminant in food-grade rPET because it is formed during PET degradation [70]. Although 
the migration concentration limit (6.00 mgT 1) is so high that it cannot be exceeded in the case of bottle 
recycling (so it does not introduce any health risk), the acetaldehyde content is closely observed by the 
producers due to product quality [43, 70]. The reason is that relatively low concentrations of residual 
acetaldehyde (10-25 ug-11) lead to a significant defect in the organoleptic properties of a product, 
especially mineral waters [70]. 

In the sections above, the volatile compounds impact was discussed. In conclusion, the health risks and 
hazards of some volatiles are the most severe problems. In this context, the amount of volatiles in the 
final recyclate determines whether rPET can be used for food-grade [2]. Less threatening, but still crucial 
for food-grade rPET producers, is the impact on the organoleptic quality of the contents of PET bottles 
[70]. 

2.3.2.2 Solid contamination 
Solid contamination can be caused mainly by faulty sorted materials or bottle components, such as caps 
or labels. Solid contaminants are other polymers than PET plus various non-plastic materials [31, 71, 
72]. 

Solid contamination is associated with several impacts, which will be described in more detail in Chapter 
2.4. Their presence results in severe degradation, manifested by a reduction in intrinsic viscosity (IV) 
and molecular weight, and consequently, a deterioration in the quality of rPET [6, 72]. This is because 
IV is closely related to the material's mechanical properties [73]. While on a molecular scale, PET flakes 
do not exhibit different properties than the original bottles, extrusion conditions trigger processes that 
lead to a deterioration in the quality of the resulting granulate [3]. 

The decrease in IV and the molecular weight is closely connected to polymer chain degradation [72]. 
This is because PET is formed by a reversible condensation reaction [74]. The reaction can be reversed 
under specific conditions, such as the presence of moisture, acidic and alkaline contaminants or their 
acidic and alkaline degradation products, and heat. Consequent depolymerization cleaves the PET 
chains, thus reducing polymer IV and molecular weight [3, 72, 74]. 

IV reduction is problematic, especially when it comes to the intended use of rPET. Specific applications 
require a defined IV range [6]. For virgin PET with an IV of around 0.78 dl-g"1 [75], this is not a problem 
as its IV is high enough to be used in various applications. However, while the IV of rPET used in 
filaments can be only 0.65 dl-g"1, the requirements for use in bottles are more strict (0.73-0.80 dl-g"1) 
[6]. As the IV of the recycled extrusion feedstocks (flakes from PET bottles originally made from virgin 
PET) is estimated to be approximately 0.72-0.80 dl-g"1, its IV after conventional extrusion would be 
lower - possibly below the minimal threshold for the use in food-grade rPET. Therefore, the extruded 
rPET may be of inferior quality compared to the original virgin PET [72]. 
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The screens are another essential step used for melted PET. Usually, screens are used to separate non-
melted contamination from the melt [76]. Once not separated, contaminants can form blackspots. Black 
spots are charred contaminants that passed through melt filtration [5, 76]. They are particularly visible 
in amorphous pellets and in final PET bottles, as can be seen in Figure 9. The problems with solid 
contamination will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2.4. 

2.3.3 Extrusion and regranulation 
The separation technologies, discussed in Chapter 2.2.2, should deal with the contamination of PET 
flakes before their reprocessing. Nevertheless, flakes may still contain a certain quantity of solid 
impurities that do not allow these flakes to be used in food applications. Moreover, it is crucial to address 
volatile contamination. Thus, additional steps must be employed for decontamination of food-grade 
rPET [1, 6, 11]. For these reasons, PET flakes are often subjected to extrusion and further steps after 
extrusion, so-called regranulation. These additional steps involve many technologies [77]. In this thesis, 
the focus will be laid on SSP and LSP. 

2.3.3.1 Extrusion and melt filtration 
PET flakes are obtained by conventional mechanical recycling, but they are often not a final product. 
Flakes can undergo melt reprocessing, i.e., extrusion. Extrusion needs to be introduced for rPET to 
remove the remaining contamination, especially in the case of food-grade rPET, particularly PET bottles 
[1, 60]. Even though a considerable volume of contaminants is removed by washing and sorting, these 
two steps cannot deal with the organic contaminants embedded within the polymer structure. Moreover, 
PET flakes are reprocessed into granules that are easier to handle during extrusion [1, 6]. Processing 
into small, homogeneous granules or pellets also results in homogeneous distribution of contaminants, 
thereby diluting the contamination [1]. 

Melt filtration can be employed during extrusion. Melt filtration was proven to be important for the 
rPET quality [1, 78] as it allows the removal of contaminants with higher melting temperatures than 
PET - especially various metals. The PET melt passes through the screens while solid impurities are 
filtered out [76, 79]. A screen after use is shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 9: Black spots in amorphous PET pellets. Source: own source. 
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Figure 10: Used filtration screen covered with aluminium and metal as well as some charred particles. Source: 
own source. 

Two general categories of screen changers exist based on the screen change method: discontinuous and 
continuous screen-changing devices. The discontinuous screen change requires an operator to change 
the screens whenever needed. This arrangement is advantageous in terms of lower price. Nevertheless, 
the screen change, especially when it must be done often in case of more contaminated flakes batch, can 
significantly interrupt the whole production process and can lead to the formation of black spots [76]. 
Thus, continuous screen change was recommended by scientists as it reduces the number of process 
interruptions [78]. Screens are usually situated behind the extruder [77]. If LSP is included, screens are 
placed after the LSP reactors [80]. 

To prevent the degradation of rPET polymeric chains and decrease of IV during the extrusion and melt 
filtration process, several technologies were designed and some of them are implemented in practice [1, 
77]. Moreover, technology that eliminates volatile contamination is needed: for example, LSP [30] and 
SSP[1]. 
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2.3.3.2 SSPandLSP 
SSP is performed with solid rPET pellets after extrusion. Pellets are exposed to temperatures between 
200 and 240 °C, which is a temperature above PET glass transition, but below its melting point (thus, 
pellets remain unmelted). Due to the applied conditions, thermal degradation is prevented [81] and the 
condensation of the polymer takes place. Condensation results in longer PET chains formation and an 
increase of IV. Usually, a nitrogen atmosphere or vacuum is employed in SSP to remove the 
condensation by-products of the process and to prevent oxidation [82, 83]. Moreover, the remaining 
molecular contamination absorbed into PET (limonene, acetaldehyde, etc.) is removed [60]. 

LSP, unlike SSP, occurs during the melt phase before pelletising. PET melt is under a high vacuum, 
which improves the condensation reaction. By the developers, NGR, LSP is claimed to improve IV 
quickly, with lesser energy demand, and thus to be economical-friendly for rPET pellets producers [80]. 
These claims were supported by scientific literature [30]. LSP also eliminates molecular contaminants 
from material [30, 80]. 

STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5 

Figure 11: A scheme of rPET pellet production technology with LSP. Source: [66], pg. 6. 

Figure 11 shows a possibility of how reprocessing of PET flakes can be arranged. In step 2, the flakes 
are dried and delivered to step 3: extrusion, where the flakes are melted. The melt is delivered in LSP 
(step 4). Finally, during pelletising (step 5), melt is cooled and pellets are produced [66]. 
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2.4 Contamination of PET 
Every material other than PET is considered as contamination - whether it concerns plastics (PETG, 
PVC), various materials such as paper [72], metals [71], or volatile compounds [2]. This chapter will 
focus on larger particle impurities because the molecular contamination was discussed in Chapter 
2.3.2.1. 

Contaminants influence many properties of rPET. In general, polymeric and non-polymeric particle 
contaminants cause haziness, i.e., a decrease in transparency of rPET [5, 75] and are a reason for the 
darkening of a material [5]. Contaminants can appear as black spots [72, 84], higher opacity can be 
observed [84], or harmful substances can be formed [5, 71]. Also, IV reduction due to degradation is 
typical for many contaminants [68, 72, 85]. 

Especially, other polymers are challenging contaminants. Generally, they are remarkably diverse 
materials that differ from each other in terms of properties such as melting point, resistance towards heat 
and chemicals, etc. Different types of polymers are incompatible, and their presence in single-type 
plastic recyclate leads to quality deterioration [3, 11] and degradation [3]. Some of the polymeric 
contaminants together with antimony originating from antimony trioxide (a catalyst used in virgin PET 
production) cause grey discolouration of rPET [31]. On the other hand, some of the contaminants (such 
as poly amide - PA), cause yellowing [5]. 

Yellowish discolouration, occurring due to the non-homogeneous material feedstock, can be suppressed 
by colour additives [86]. Yellowing is also induced by the degradation of PET [87] and can be reduced 
by blue-coloured additives [75]. Moreover, the additives can improve other properties, such as IV, but 
it is crucial to consider the subsequent applicability of the recyclate. In other words, not all additives can 
be used in food-grade rPET [88]. Moreover, although additives suppress yellow colour, they make 
recyclate greyer. The greying can be indicated by spectrophotometry analysis [75]. 

As a result, contamination should be eliminated as effectively as possible in order to prevent its negative 
impacts. To make its separation more effective, it is useful to know the contaminants: their origin, the 
possibilities to separate them, and the effects on final rPET recyclate once the specific contaminant 
penetrates the process and final product. This chapter will describe the most common contaminants and 
how to manage them. 

2.4.1 P E T and its modifications 
In some cases, PET itself can be a contaminant. This applies especially to PETG, PET flakes with 
pigments, or PET trays [11, 44, 89]. Their separation is complicated because separating two identical 
polymers is difficult as the properties can remain the same. A l l mentioned have a higher density than 
water which prevents them from separation by flotation [45]. Another technology, NIR separation, is 
not effective due to the similar material used [42]. 

2.4.1.1 PET with pigments and opaques 
Ink is used for the best-before-date and batch number marking on a bottle. As a result, PET contains 
pigments and inks, which cause discolouration of rPET, in particular darkening [5]. Therefore, using 
lasers to engrave these details is recommended [90]. Moreover, ink can cause the scission of polymeric 
chains and reduce rPET IV [5]. However, this type of contamination cannot be avoided and should 
therefore be considered in a feedstock [43]. 

PET opaques are not transparent as they contain a high proportion of pigments. They are mainly used 
in milk bottles. They are not compatible to be recycled with transparent PET bottles [91]. In addition, 
they are often used for cleaning products and cosmetics packaging and are thus susceptible to molecular 
contamination [92]. Non-food packaging may only be present in a limited amount (5%) in the PET 
recycling stream [2]. 
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2.4.1.2 PET trays 
Besides PET bottles, PET is used to produce trays. However, recycling of PET trays is more complicated 
and not widespread. This is because the trays consist of multiple polymers in layers. Usually, 
polyethylene (PE) is used under the surface layer in PET trays. An ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVOH) layer 
can also be used. Since PE and E V O H are inseparable in mechanical recycling, trays would introduce 
PE and E V O H contamination into rPET [93]. 

Separation by NIR is hampered due to the fact there are multiple layers [94] and PET layer has the same 
polymeric spectrum [42, 43]. However, since the visual difference between trays and bottles is 
significant, the introduction of machine vision sorting seems to be a promising option for PET tray 
separation [42]. 

During regranulation, E V O H and PE are usually introduced as contamination with the penetrating trays. 
The effects of PE will be described in Chapter 2.4.2.2. The impacts of E V O H are the decrease of IV and 
the disruption of crystallization process [5]. Additionally, there is a problem with the IV of trays. It is 
estimated to be very low compared to the bottles, thus they are not suitable to be recycled into PET 
bottles [95]. 

2.4.1.3 Non-food PET bottles 
Non-food PET bottles are collected with beverage PET bottles in collection systems other than PET 
bottle DRS. It was observed that material obtained from DRS contained significantly lower levels of 
non-food bottles than from the separate collection (0% and 17-24%, respectively). When faulty sorted, 
they can enter PET recycling stream [5]. 

As NIR sorting is not effective in this case [42, 43], other technologies must be introduced to separate 
non-food bottles. Usually, manual [5] or automated machine vision sorting can be the option [42]. 

Because non-food PET bottles are mainly used for detergents, house chemicals, drugs, or cosmetics, 
they are prone to contamination by hazardous compounds. These compounds, so-called non-
intentionally added substances (NIAS) are harmful and can pose a health risk to consumers [67]. For 
food-grade rPET, EFSA allows only for a 5% presence of non-food PET in the feedstock [2]. 

2.4.1.4 Polyamide (PA) and barrier bottle flakes 
In some cases, a barrier layer made of polyamide (PA) polymers is found within PET bottles. P A can 
occur as a separate interlayer or can be incorporated into PET [90]. This is because the barrier layer 
prevents the penetration of gas molecules more effectively than PET alone, thus preserves the quality of 
the beverage. Barriers are mainly found in beer [96], juices, or dairy bottles [5]. 

Based on practical experience, PA, once peeled off the flake, can be recognized by NIR and separated 
[43]. In the case of a barrier bottle flakes, barrier layer is embedded in a bottle, thus mechanically 
inseparable. However, manual or machine vision sorting can be used to separate the bottles of concern 
[43]. Even though the barrier material and PET spectra might differ, NIR separation is not reliable as 
only the PET layer can be scanned, and the particle would be evaluated as pure PET flake [94]. In 
laboratory analysis, the presence of barriers in bottles can be recognized. For the clear bottles, 
a spectrophotometric measurement can be used to identify bottles with and without a barrier [5]. 

Smaller quantities of barrier bottles are not problematic; the problem arises with higher amounts. The 
researchers observed more intense yellowing and a decrease in rPET IV already at 0.6% barrier flake 
content [5]. The problem is that as well as PA, a barrier is prone to yellowing once heated [5, 97]. 
Yellowing is shown in Figure 12: on the left, yellowing cannot be observed as those flakes were not 
exposed to heat. On the right, flakes from the same batch were exposed to heat. Heating led to the 
yellowing of barrier bottle flakes, highlighted by red arrows. The yellowing effect influences the colour 
of the final pellets greatly [5]. There is a possibility to solve the yellowish discoloration using blue-
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coloured additive [98]. But blue additive dosage must be determined according to a barrier flake content 
within a batch, otherwise, the pellets tend to be yellower (higher b*) and greenish (lower a*). Based on 
experience from practice, this can lead to additional difficulties in pellet production as the additive 
dosing has to be frequently controlled and corrected several times - especially, once there is an 
inconsistency in barrier bottle flakes content amongst the batches [43]. Besides the yellowing effect, 
benzene can be formed due to the presence of some barrier compounds [68]. 

Figure 12: Barrier flakes before (left bag) and after heating (right bag). Source: own source. 

2.4.1.5 Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol (PETG) 
PETG is PET modified with different types of glycols, such as 1,4-cyclohexanedimethanol [99]. PETG 
use is on the rise in 3D printing, but it is also used for many other applications [100], including the 
manufacture of containers [101]. In the case of PET bottles, it is preferred as a sleeve label due to its 
ability to shrink and its good printability. The sleeve is a specific type of label, which shrinks and thus 
replicates the surface of the bottle without the need for adhesives [89]. Moreover, by some sources, 
PETG labels are considered to be easily recycled together with PET as opposed to P V C shrink labels 
[102]. 

In practice, PETG is not compatible with PET in the recycling process and therefore should be 
eliminated from the input. However, more complications arise in this matter. PETG is difficult to 
separate from PET due to equivalent properties (density, NIR spectra). For these reasons, companies in 
the recycling industry encourage PET bottle producers to use other materials. However, PET bottle 
producers do not want to give up such a suitable material [44, 89]. 

Nonetheless, the presence of PETG causes serious problems during regranulation. Firstly, because of its 
lower melting temperature than PET, it can form a sticky mass during the drying and transfer process, 
thus blocking the pipes before extrusion. Another undesired effect is the yellowing of rPET [89]. 
Additionally, PETG consists of glycol [99]. Ethylene glycol is used in the chemical recycling of PET 
(glycolysis) for PET degradation, i.e., for breaking polymeric chains [14]. Based on the conditions, the 
same effect may occur once glycol is released during regranulation, resulting in a decrease of rPET IV. 
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2.4.2 Other polymers 
Other polymers3 originate both from faulty-sorted objects as well as from bottle components [31]. 
Usually, those contaminants can be removed in mechanical recycling. Nevertheless, other polymers can 
also be blended with PET in a form of an inseparable composite. Polymeric composites are used to 
improve material properties as a layer or the bottle itself [90]. Bottles with components made of different 
polymers and polymeric blends have to be either separated from the waste stream in the beginning or 
they can enter recycling in very limited amounts [5, 31, 103]. Still, PET material will always contain 
a certain degree of polymeric contamination [50]. Many polymeric types can be expected in PET 
polymeric contamination. In the contamination analysis of PET flakes from PET bottles from Central 
Europe, 17 polymers and polymeric blends were identified [104]. Only those of particular importance 
for EFSA approval and regranulation process will be described more closely in this thesis. 

2.4.2.1 Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 
PVC is a widely used thermoplastic, especially because it is a resistant material despite its low price 
[105]. Therefore, it is one of the most produced and demanded plastics [8, 106] with a wide range of 
applications [8]. It is also used in bottles [72] and shrink labels [90], therefore a certain level of PVC 
content needs to be expected in plastics and bottle collection [29]. PVC separation is hindered due to 
the same density as PET. As a result, PET and PVC cannot be separated using only the conventional 
flotation method [72]. NIR separation technology proved to be efficient [48]. Separation efficiencies 
close to 100% lead to higher material and financial losses [59]. During mechanical recycling, 
contamination and complicated detection are not the only problems arising from sleeve labels made of 
inappropriate material (PVC, PS): PET can be hard to recognize through the sleeve label [42]. Moreover, 
sleeve labels are harder to remove than the conventional labels glued with adhesive [107]. Thus, such 
bottles are sorted out, resulting in decrease of PET bottles recycling rate [108]. 

PVC is of major interest in PET bottle regranulation because it causes severe degradation of rPET. 
Concerning molecular contamination, chlorine is formed during PVC thermal degradation and 
consequently, hydrogen chloride and hydrochloric acid are both mentioned as responsible for PET chain 
cleavage and IV reduction [5, 29]. Additionally, PVC is the main precursor for the formation of benzene 
- either via catalytic reaction between PVC degradation products and PET chains or via degradation of 
PVC itself; both occurring at temperatures used during PET reprocessing process. In other words, 
a positive correlation exists between P V C content and benzene concentration [68]. 

The second effect is the formation of cyclic oligomers. The discoloration effect can be observed even in 
the cases when a very small amount of P V C is present [72]. Moreover, PVC contamination is claimed 
to cause black spots in rPET granules [72, 84]. Black spots occur due to the infiltrated fine particles of 
PVC which turn black when exposed to heat [109]. Negative impacts on rPET quality, such as 
discolouration or degradation, can be caused by even a very low P V C amount (100 ppm) [29]. Other 
works state that even 1 ppm of PVC can become problematic [72]. 

2.4.2.2 Polyolefins 
Polyolefins such as PE and polypropylene (PP) enter the recycling stream as materials used for labels 
and enclosures [72]. Also, PET trays can be a source of PE contamination as a multi-layer product [5]. 
Usually, their presence is not problematic, as they are easily separated by flotation. Nevertheless, heavy 
printing can result in increased density and negatively affect the flotation efficiency [72]. Additionally, 

3 The term other polymers is not scientifically accurate, as these are purely plastic materials. The group other 
contaminants (see in the following pages) also includes polymers such as wood and rubber. However, this 
terminology is used in practice, and it is therefore important to point out to the reader that in the context of this 
thesis, the term other polymers refers exclusively to plastic materials; the term other contaminants to other non-
plastic materials, including non-plastic polymers. 
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flotation efficiency can be lower due to overfeeding of the flotation tank, and is further influenced by 
particle size and shape [45]. Nevertheless, NIR, colour, or machine vision separators can remove 
penetrating poly olefin particles; a key factor being their visual characteristic and device sorting 
sensitivity [42, 51,94, 110]. 

General adverse effects such as haze occur during regranulation [5]. It was found that the presence of 
PP reduces crystallinity in multiply extruded rPET [111]. Based on practical experience, polyolefins can 
form bulky particles during extrusion [43]. 

2.4.2.3 Polystyrene (PS) 
Polystyrene (PS) is used in a variety of applications, such as household goods, building materials, and 
packaging [112]. It can also be found in the PET bottle label material or sleeves [89, 108]. 

PS entering the recycling line can contaminate both PET flakes and polyolefin streams. That depends 
on PS particle density [112] which determines whether the particle will sink or float in the flotation tank 
[89]. PS can be separated by NIR [110]. 

If the PET stream is contaminated, the presence of PS during regranulation can cause the yellowing of 
rPET and the general deterioration of its quality [89]. It also has a negative effect during SSP as it hinders 
the formation of longer PET chains [31]. In addition, the thermal degradation of PS produces styrene, 
which can migrate into food. Higher styrene concentrations are not typical for high-quality rPET but 
can be found in lower-quality rPET [68]. 

2.4.2.4 Polylactic acid (PLA) 
Polylactic acid (PLA) is used in 3D printing [113] and as a packaging material [114]. It is a bioplastic 
produced from renewable sources regarded to be compostable. Due to the reasons mentioned, it is 
considered as an environment-friendly compostable alternative to conventional fossil-based plastics 
[115], although some papers argue such statements are misleading and not legitimate [59, 116, 117]. 
A frequently cited argument in the literature is that P L A will introduce additional contamination into 
the recycling streams of conventional plastics due to the problematic management of biodegradable 
plastic waste [59, 117, 118]. P L A has been already analysed in PET flakes analysis [104]. 

NIR separation is possible at efficiencies ranging from 97.5% [117, 119] to 99.6% [59]. Thus, the main 
concern is an increase of P L A in the PET bottle waste stream, as predictions expect increasing P L A use 
in the future. At a certain level of P L A in the PET stream, NIR separation may not be sufficient to 
prevent deterioration in the quality of the final rPET because even with the highest separation efficiency, 
the remaining P L A could still remain problematic [59, 117]. 

An undesired effect of P L A in rPET is an increase in material opacity and haziness [84]. The melting 
temperature of P L A is much lower than of PET. As a result, P L A causes degradation and yellowing. In 
addition, melted P L A can form sticky residues, leading to lump formation and associated technological 
problems, for example, during the drying of PET flakes [59]. Plus, P L A has a negative impact on the 
speed of IV recovery in SSP and affects crystallization, probably due to the formation of co-polymers 
between P L A and PET [5]. Adverse effects are evident when 1% P L A is present in the recyelate [117]; 
though other works reported lower levels (1000 ppm) to be problematic [90]. 

2.4.3 Metal and non-metal non-polymer contaminants 
2.4.3.1 Paper 
Paper can be found in bottle labels [72]. Larger pieces of paper can be separated by screens in melt 
separators [76]. The problem is that during the recycling process, the paper breaks down into small 
pieces that are difficult to separate and further merge with the positive flow [90]. 
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Once paper is exposed to higher temperatures, especially during regranulation, acidic products are 
formed from the paper fibres, resulting in an IV decrease [72]. As a result, paper causes black spots 
formation in pellets [5]. 

2.4.3.2 Wood 
Wood can occur in feedstock due to poor sorting or from pallets. For wood removal, manual or machine 
vision sorting can be employed. Additionally, during regranulation, wood can be separated in melt 
filtration. Based on practical experience, larger quantities of wood require more frequent screen changes; 
otherwise, the screens could clog [43]. As non-meltable in the process conditions, wood penetrating 
further with the melt causes black spots in pellets [5, 43]. 

2.4.3.3 Rubber 
Usually, rubber particles originate from poorly-sorted waste material or, as was observed in practice, 
from the conveyor belts [43]. A significant proportion of rubber is dark-coloured, thus cannot be 
separated from the flakes by NIR sorting machines [49, 50]. Dark-coloured rubber particles can be 
detected either manually, by machine vision, or by colour-based separation [39, 42, 51]. 

As well as in the case of wood, rubber can be separated by melt filtration during regranulation [79], but 
based on practical experience, higher quantities can clog the screens [43]. Thus, more frequent screen 
change is required for higher wood contamination. Also, as a non-melting contaminant, penetrating 
particles can form black spots in rPET pellets [5, 43]. 

2.4.3.4 Metals 
Metal contamination can stem from the sorting once not properly done. Nevertheless, PET bottles 
themselves can contain metal components, such as caps or labels [5]. Metal separation was described in 
Chapter 2.2.2.3. In addition to these technologies, melt filtration acts as another separation step due to 
the higher melting points than PET [76]. 

Once not separated, metals can negatively affect the resulting rPET quality. On a molecular scale, metals 
act as catalysts that accelerate the thermal degradation of PET during regranulation [85]. Besides that, 
metals in the fed material can also damage the technology itself, for example, the extruders [11]. 
Nevertheless, metal contamination is not linked only to faulty sorting - metals are also embedded in the 
polymer itself as residues of catalysts. Antimony is typical as a catalyst in PET, but cobalt or manganese 
can also be used [72]. Besides the origin from the catalytic process, some metals (palladium, cadmium, 
chromium) can occur in rPET due to cross-contamination from other wastes [120]. Aside from 
considerable health risks arising from the presence of metal contaminants in rPET [71], they also cause 
the non-homogeneity of rPET or change in melt properties [72]. 

2.4.4 Moisture content 
Water remains in the flakes due to poor drying during production [121]. Moreover, as observed in 
practice, higher moisture content can also be a result of prolonged storage in inappropriate conditions, 
especially after exposure to weathering [43]. 

The moisture content in PET flakes is a controlled parameter because water can cleave the PET bonds 
and reduce polymer IV and molecular weight [72]. This degradation mechanism is called hydrolysis. 
The hydrolysis reaction occurs at higher temperatures (280 °C, the temperature used in the process) in 
PET in presence of water [6]. The detailed mechanism is shown in Figure 13. 
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Carboxyl acid end group Hydrwyl-ester end group 

Figure 13: PET hydrolysis. Modified from source: [6], pg. 1460. 

Moreover, based on practical experience, moisture in PET flakes causes weight loss during 
regranulation. When processing a bulky batch (e.g., one hundred tonnes of PET flakes) with 1% of 
moisture, one tonne of the total reprocessed volume will be just the water escaping the process without 
creating any value. It can also be deduced that the higher the moisture content, the more water needs to 
evaporate, and the energy consumption of the process increases with the moisture level [43]. Generally, 
it is essential to dry PET flakes thoroughly before reprocessing to a low moisture level (0.02%) to 
minimize IV reduction [6]. 

2.4.5 Other parameters 
2.4.5.1 Adhesives 
Adhesives are used to glue the labels. They should be removed in the PET flake washing step. 
Unfortunately, not all types of adhesives can be washed off easily, and adhesive residues may remain 
on the flake [72]. 

During the reprocessing, adhesive residuals and higher temperatures yield acidic products [72, 85] -
mainly resin and abietic acid [14]. Subsequently, these products cause the hydrolysis of PET chains, 
reducing molecular weight and IV [72, 85]. The use of adhesives can be eliminated by the use of shrink 
labels [89]; nevertheless, those made of PVC, PS, and PETG are problematic, as stated above. Shrink 
sleeves are only recommended if they are made of suitable materials (PE), are easily removable, and 
should leave part of the PET bottle exposed so that the PET remains detectable by automatic sorting 
systems [90]. Flakes with adhesives are hard to separate, as only some part of the flake can be covered, 
and thus is hardly recognizable by NIR or different sorting systems [43]. 

2.4.5.2 PET dust 
PET dust is a fraction of particles that pass through a fine mesh sieve. Higher PET dust content indicates 
poor dust separation in PET flake production. The dust particles can be of various origins, but usually, 
dust is rich in impurities [3] and polymeric contamination [5]. 

As a result, dust causes deterioration of rPET quality [3]. According to the practical experience, during 
regranulation, homogeneous heating of flakes becomes challenging for material with higher PET dust 
[43]. Thus, good dust removal from PET flakes can result in a better quality of rPET [3]. 

2.4.5.3 Bulk density 
The bulk density depends on the size and thickness of the flakes. As the thickness of PET bottles has 
been decreasing in recent years, an increase in bulk density is possible mainly through a reduction in 
flake size [4]. In general, based on practice, smaller flakes (i.e., batches with higher bulk density) make 
the washing process more efficient because it is easier to wash smaller pieces [43]. 
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As shown in Figure 11, the flakes are dried in a silo and then fed to the extruder in the regranulation 
process. However, silos have a limited volume; thus, if PET flakes are of lower bulk density, they can 
accommodate smaller flake weights [43]. Moreover, bulk density influences drying time, hence the cost 
of the energy required for drying [4]. Based on practice, the correct flake size also ensures the continuity 
of the feed to the extruder and the stability of the entire production [43]. 
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2.5 Theory on the methods 
For a better understanding of the method sections and measurement results, the principles will be 
described briefly in this short chapter. 

2.5.1 Spectrophotometry: C I E L A B method 
Konica Minolta CM-5 spectrophotometer uses a standardized method CIELAB L*a*b characteristics to 
determine a colour of a sample [122]; i.e., 3-dimensional space formed by three axes L * , a*, and b* 
according to the standard E N ISO/CIE 11664-4:2019 [123]. L * axis represents lightness, ranging from 
0 to 100, while 0 represents black and 100 white colours. Parameters a* and b* specify the colour further: 
negative a* means that the sample is green, and positive a* represents a higher presence of red. *b axis 
moves from blue to yellow, i.e., negative b* is measured for blue samples, whereas positive b* is 
obtained once the sample is yellow [124]. The trends can be also seen in Figure 14. 

Figure 14: Graphical display of colour space using CIE L*a*b* method. Source: [125], pg. 19. 

Still, measuring colour using spectrophotometers is problematic in terms of reproducibility. The 
spectrophotometers can use different methods than CIELAB, and even though two spectrophotometers 
use the same principle, the results may still differ and thus should be a matter of correlation [124]. 

2.5.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy with attenuated total reflection 
Infrared spectrometry is a spectroscopic method that works on the principle of molecular vibrations 
induced by a beam of IR radiation [126]. FTIR, i.e., Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, guarantees 
a higher quality of the measurement and the results themselves by, e.g., reducing the signal-to-noise 
ratio [127]. FTIR is typical for high speed of measurements due to effective multiple wavelengths 
investigation [126]. The ATR method is specific in that it interacts with the sample only on the order of 
micrometres [127, 128]. Although this method cannot capture the complexity of the sample, if the 
sample is homogeneous or if the purpose is to measure surface layers, this limitation is not an obstacle 
[128]. In addition, ATR analyses can be performed relatively quickly without the need for sample 
preparation [129]. FTIR-ATR is also applicable to strongly absorbing dark samples [128]. 

2.5.3 Intrinsic viscosity and plastometers 
IV is calculated based on measurement of two other rheological properties: mass-flow rate and volume-
flow rate [43]. These two properties are determined using plastometer and a cylindrical form of 
a measured polymer. The plastic cylinder is melted in a chamber with elevated temperature and forced 
through a narrow nozzle with defined dimensions. As a result, plastic fibre leaves the nozzle. This fibre 
is cut several times using a uniform time interval. The cuttings are weighted, and the weights are used 
for all the calculations [43, 130]. 
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2.5.4 Correlation visualisation with ggpairs() function and Pearson coefficient 
The visualisation was performed in R using the ggpairs() function from the GGally package. This 
function can visually show the pairs of variables quickly and return Pearson's coefficient values [131]. 

With values ranging from -1 to 1, the Pearson correlation coefficient determines the linear relationship 
and slope of the variables. When the value is positive and close to 1, it is a positive correlation. 
Approaching -1 means a negative correlation. However, if the value is close to 0, it is not a correlation, 
i.e., no linear dependence [132]. 

2.5.5 Hypotheses summary 
Because this thesis is associated with several hypotheses that will be discussed at various points in the 
thesis, it was deemed appropriate to summarise these hypotheses in one place. The following hypotheses 
arose regarding suppliers, collection schemes, and type of market: 

• C M (customer material, see the explanation in Chapter 3.1) suppliers may not comply with some 
internal parameters, as they follow only EFSA parameters, 

• some of the measured characteristics will depend on the type of collection system, 
• a clear differentiation of the results of some characteristics based on the market type. 

In addition, hypotheses have arisen in relation to the measurement methods: 

• the use of a plastometer for IV measurement will be a more appropriate than dilute solution 
viscosity method, 

• replacing the current method of visual evaluation using a different parameter. 

Finally, a hypothetical dependency between the following parameters was assumed: 
• PVC, other polymers, other contaminants, PA, PET trays (correlation between all parameters 

with each other), 
• light blue flakes individually with visual evaluation, light-coloured flakes, dark-coloured flakes, 

and barrier flakes, 
• barrier flakes with P A and visual evaluation, 
• spectrophotometric parameters (L*, a*, b*) with visual evaluation (assuming the highest 

correlation coefficient with the L * parameter), 
• spectrophotometric parameters (L*, a*, b*) with barrier flakes (assuming highest correlation 

coefficient with parameter b*), 
• spectrophotometric parameters (L*, a*, b*) with light blue flakes (assuming the highest 

correlation coefficient with parameter b*), 
• PET dust and bulk density. 

The main aim of this thesis is to evaluate the quality of flakes on the E U market, to offer processors the 
missing information, and to hypothetically contribute to the optimization of the PET bottle recycling 
industry. 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL PART 
3.1 Materials 
PET flake batches from 18 suppliers were used as materials. Batches of interest were selected from the 
total volume of batches that were delivered within two-year period. The number of batches per supplier 
ranged from one to 48. A total of 158 batches were analysed. The entire population, i.e., 158 batches, 
was measured at the initial QC inspection and analysed for contamination. In spectrophotometry, 145 
batches were measured due to a lack of material for some samples. For the viscosity measurements, one 
measurement each was taken for single-batch samples, two measurements each for two-batch samples, 
and three or more measurements each for multi-batch samples. 

To maintain anonymity of suppliers, letter codes were used to identify them. Some letters are suffixed 
with the abbreviation C M , meaning "customer material". This material meets the parameters set by 
EFSA but may not meet the processor's requirements. It is then up to the processor's judgment whether 
the deteriorated properties may damage the technology or interfere with the conventional production of 
rPET pellets. In general, the customer's material is expected to be of inferior in some respect when 
compared to material purchased by the processor (i.e., without the C M abbreviation). 

A detailed list of suppliers and relevant batches is given in Figure 15. Since it was hypothesized that 
some of the measured characteristics are related to the collection system, information on the type of 
collection system from which the recycled material comes is also provided. Furthermore, it was decided 
to split the suppliers into those from the Eastern and Western parts of the E U . The reason is that the 
input quality and used technology may differ, influencing the resulting quality of PET flakes. The 
dividing line was formed by Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, and Slovenia, with these 
countries already considered as the Eastern part of the E U market. Both information, i.e., the type of 
collection system and the allocation to one of the markets, was determined by knowing where the 
producers' plants were located. However, the countries of operation were assessed as confidential 
information and thus will not be provided in this thesis. 

Supplier Code Number of batches DRS/Mono-coUection EU market 
A 7 Yes E 
B 3 No W 
C 13 Yes E 
D 5 Yes/No E 
D_CM 30 Yes/No E 
E 1 No E 
F 11 No E 
G 1 No E 
H_CM 2 Yes W 
I_CM 6 No W 
K _ C M 10 Yes W 
L _ C M 2 No W 
M _ C M 5 Yes W 
N 6 Yes E 
O 48 No E 
P 2 Yes E 
Q 2 No E 
R 4 No E 

Figure 15: Information on suppliers. Suppliers D and D_CM are suppliers with two plants operating in different 
countries with different collection systems. Source: own source. 
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3.2 Methods 
According to the standard E N 15348:2014 which describes how the characterization of rPET (flakes and 
pellets) should be done, there are seven mandatory and six optional procedures [133]. A l l mandatory 
analyses (except for the maximal size of the particles) and some optional ones (MFR, IV, colour) were 
used in this thesis. Some procedures were done according to no norm: a more elaborative description of 
such methods will be provided in the respective sections. 

3.2.1 Entrance quality control analysis parameters 
3.2.1.1 Moisture content 
The determination of moisture content in flakes was performed in accordance with E N 15348:2014. In 
brief, the weight difference between raw and dried samples was used to determine the moisture content. 
50 g of the sample was put into an oven preheated at 150 °C for 4 hours [133]. The analysis was done 
for four samples per batch, and an average was used as a final value [43]. 

3.2.1.2 Contamination and other particles 
The determination of contamination according to the standard E N 15348:2014 was done as follows: 
1000 g of a sample was heated for 1 hour at 220 °C. Contaminants were detected visually based on 
changes in appearance (e.g., darkening in PVC or melting in polyolefins) [133]. 

E N 15348:2014 is intended to evaluate PVC and polyolefins [133]; nevertheless, several other groups 
were identified on the same principle: 

• PVC, 
. PA, 
• polyolefins together with polymers other than PVC, PET trays, and PA, 
• PET trays, 
• other non-polymeric contaminants (metals, wood, textile fibres, and so on) [43]. 

The standard was used also to evaluate other particles within a sample. Their amount was measured 
because they can influence some rPET properties significantly, especially a colour. The results are not 
in ppm but in percentage, as other particles were usually weightier. Among other substances, there were: 

• flakes from barrier bottles, 
• flakes with glue, 
• coloured flakes (except for light blue flakes, light and dark colours are evaluated separately), 
• opaque PET flakes, 
• light blue flakes [43]. 

3.2.1.3 Visual evaluation 
The visual evaluation aims to define the degree of degradation and quality of washing in flakes batches. 
Degradation was evaluated before and after the moisture content test, whereas the quality of washing 
was most apparent after heating. This evaluation was done visually; samples were compared to etalons 
to be matched to a corresponding grade. Degradation and washing were assessed individually, but a final 
grade is an average of both - value 1 being the best result and value 5 the worst [43]. 

3.2.1.4 PET dust content 
Determination of PET dust content was done based on the norm E N 15348:2014. The dust content was 
the fraction of the particles in the flake batch, that could pass through 1 mm mesh, and the weight after 
sieving was used. Then, the dust fraction was determined in percentage [133]. Polymeric constitution 
was not determined further as these fine particles were hard to define visually or by FTIR-ATR 
instrumentation. 
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3.2.1.5 Bulk density 
The bulk density was determined according to the standard E N ISO 60:1999. A standardized funnel and 
measuring cylinder were used. Flakes were slowly poured over the funnel into the cylinder up to the 
rim; the sample with the cylinder was then weighed [134]. To account for flake heterogeneity, the 
measurements were taken three times and the average of the three measurements was used as the result 
[43]. 

3.2.2 Spectrophotometry (L*, a*, b*) 
The reflectance analysis was performed with a spectrophotometer CM-5 by Konica Minolta according 
to the principles given by the standard E N ISO/CIE 11664-4:2019 [123]. The area used was 30 mm, the 
observer was set to 10° (Primary D65). During the measurements, the cuvette was filled with flakes up 
to a mark and measured [43]. The flake samples were often very heterogeneous - especially these with 
blue, degraded, or coloured flakes and opaques. Thus, the measurement was done three times per batch 
with a different flake fraction from the batch sample. The average of three measurements was used as 
final value for further data processing. This way, 145 samples representing individual batches were 
measured. 

3.2.3 Determination of intrinsic viscosity 
Measurement of viscosity was done according to E N ISO 1133-2:2011 [130]. During standard operation, 
this method is used to evaluate the final rPET pellets' quality, not for the flakes themselves [43]. Thus, 
a method needed to be developed that could be used to measure flake samples. As it was complicated to 
produce a cylinder-like sample from a flake batch, only the fragments of PET bottlenecks were used. 
10 ml of bottleneck fragments were placed in an aluminium container for each measured batch. After 
drying, the content of the container was placed into the device and measured. Samples consisting of the 
bottlenecks were easier to handle, and although relating the final absolute IV value to the whole batch 
could be problematic, using the same measurement methodology for all samples at least provided data 
for comparison. 

For the measurement, capillary plastometer Dynisco, model L M I 5000 was used. Device method A/B 
[135] and temperature 285 °C were selected. The sample was pre-heated for 300 s; the applied load 
weight was 2 160 g. Three clippings were produced - each after 10 s. The number of flags was set to 3; 
their length was 2 mm [43]. 

3.2.4 Identification of other polymers and other contaminants 
After the entrance QC analysis, all contaminants separated from one batch of one producer were kept in 
a bag and archived. Within these samples, all particles representing contamination (i.e., PVC, PA, other 
polymers, blisters, and non-polymeric contaminants) were further separated into groups based on their 
visual properties. These groups were established in a previous thesis based on colour, opacity, and visual 
characteristics, and there were 59 groups containing plastic contaminants and 22 groups with non-plastic 
contaminants [104]. This division is now used as an aid in contaminant analysis for laboratory personnel 
[43] and was also used as a guide for this more detailed separation. 

Evaluation of other polymeric and non-polymeric contaminants based on groups for one batch of PET 
flakes is shown in Figure 16. Each container represents one group. Each group was weighted, and 
individual group percentage was calculated from the total weight of contaminants in the related batch. 
Based on this information, it was further possible to inspect the frequency of occurrence for individual 
groups, batches with higher contaminant heterogeneity, and the relation of groups to the specific 
producers. 
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Figure 16: Evaluation of other polymeric contaminants based on groups for one batch of PET flakes. Source: 
own source. 

3.2.4.1 FTIR-ATR measurement 
Once a polymer was hard to determine and did not fit into the existing groups, the FTIR-ATR and 
subsequent spectral analysis were used to determine the polymeric type. FTIR spectrometer A L P H A II 
was used together with the A L P H A - P module for ATR measurements. A L P H A - P used Diamond 1; Refl 
#24E68AB82D as a crystal. Parameters of the measurements were set as follows: 32 as a number of 
scans and wavelength ranging from 400 to 4000 nm. The measurement and spectra evaluation were done 
in the software programme OPUS; evaluation was realised with the Spectrum Search function. For the 
comparison, spectra from purchased libraries (that are part of the OPUS software) were used. For new 
frequent contaminants that were not in the original grouping, new groups were established. 

Some contaminants, that were assessed to some already-established group, were also analysed. The 
analysis aimed to verify the existing grouping of contaminants. As was mentioned, laboratory personnel 
use this partitioning as a guide when sorting the contaminating particles in incoming PET flakes [43], 
and it was also used for this analysis. Therefore, it was decided to verify this division and update the list 
for the laboratory staff in case of discrepancies. This analysis was performed on the FTIR-ATR 
instrument, and the contaminants were evaluated by comparing the purchased libraries in OPUS using 
the Spectrum Search function. Samples from the 18 most frequently occurring contaminant groups were 
examined; the total number of samples was 37. The results were compared to the original grouping. 
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3.3 Results and discussions 
3.3.1 Entrance quality control analysis parameters 
This section will contain the parameters measured when a new batch of PET flakes is received. The 
analysis included the analyses of PVC, other plastic contaminants, PA, PET trays, other contaminants 
(non-plastic materials such as wood, rubber, ...), moisture content, bulk density, PET dust, flakes with 
adhesives and barrier layers, differently coloured flakes (light and dark), light blue flakes, visual 
assessment, and opaque PET flakes [43]. 

3.3.1.1 Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
Firstly, 63% of batches had P V C content smaller than 25 ppm; PVC ranged from 26 to 50 ppm in 21% 
of batches. Another 16% of batches were more problematic, containing more than 51 ppm of PVC. For 
more details, see Figure 17. Four batches exceeded 100 ppm, which is claimed to be a critical limit in 
scientific literature [29]. Still, most batches proved to contain only a small amount of PVC - less than 
25 ppm. Thus, it is possible to assume that in most cases, producers managed to employ technologies to 
separate PVC effectively. 

Producer Average [ppm] Min [ppm] Max [ppm] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 28±16 8 58 Yes E 
B 53±45 6 96 No W 
C 30±25 2 75 Yes E 
D 3±3 0 7 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 15±21 0 83 Yes/No E 
E o±o 0 0 No E 
F 16±20 0 64 No E 
G 54±0 54 54 No E 
H _ C M 93±24 76 110 Yes W 
I_CM 32±43 0 110 No W 
K _ C M 43±22 6 82 Yes W 
L _ C M o±o 0 1 No W 
M _ C M 69±39 25 104 Yes W 
N 8±13 0 30 Yes E 
O 19±13 ^ | 58 No E 
P 16±3 14 18 Yes E 
Q 48±18 35 61 No E 
R 48±16 30 65 No E 

Figure 17: The results of PVC analysis. Source: own source. 

The maximum permissible limit in our case is 50 ppm PVC, as stated in Figure 7. Producers D, N , and 
O were recommended for PET flakes supplying regarding low PVC content. These manufacturers were 
the most suitable because of their low PVC content on average and relatively stable results. 
Manufacturers D _ C M , A , C, and F also had a low average P V C content, but there were frequent 
fluctuations. This was particularly noticeable in the case of D _ C M , which can be explained by the 
existence of two individual plants. Low PVC content could, therefore, only be guaranteed for certain 
batches in D _ C M . Producers E, L _ C M , and P have supplied only a few batches, but further cooperation 
could be recommended due to the low P V C content. 

By contrast, producers K _ C M , R, Q, B, G, M _ C M , and H _ C M cannot be recommended due to the 
higher P V C content. In some batches from these producers, the 50-ppm limit was exceeded (or was 
exceeded also in the case of overall average value). For producers K _ C M , B, R, and M _ C M , the high 
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PVC content was (with a few exceptions) stable. It can therefore be assumed that these producers need 
to evaluate their existing separation technologies that can be used for P V C removal and modify them. 
For example, they may introduce or improve the manual or machine vision separation of bottles with 
shrink sleeves [42,43] or install NIR equipment (or increase its sensitivity to P V C if this equipment was 
already installed) [48]. For producers Q, G, and H _ C M , it was difficult to find a reason and predict batch 
trends due to the small number of batches; however, the supply to date has exceeded P V C limit, and 
therefore further supply from them was not recommended. 

No difference was observed in P V C content in different collection schemes applied (see Chapter 2.2.1 
for detail on different collection systems: DRS, mono-collection, and co-collection). This was also 
assumed a priori to the analysis, as in the case of this analysis, based on practice, and based on previous 
research [104], P V C comes mainly from bottle components4 and thus cannot be eliminated in mono-
collection or DRS systems. The highest averages were observed mainly for the Western market. Based 
on the experience from practice, it was assumed that this can be attributed to that the Western market is 
generally characterized by preferring automatic sorting over manual sorting [43]. However, automatic 
sorting is not perfect once used alone [42, 44], and this was assumed to be a reason for a higher PVC 
content in the flakes from Western suppliers. There were also a few Eastern producers with high PVC 
content. It was concluded that these producers had inefficient or no manual sorting or inadequate or 
missing NIR equipment, as was discussed in the paragraph above. Considering the type of market, a 
complete lack of NIR equipment is the most plausible, given manual sorting is generally still intensive 
in the Eastern E U [43]. Concerning PET flake suppliers with low PVC content (D, O, D _ C M , A , C), 
these are suppliers from the Eastern part of the E U . It was concluded that these suppliers were likely to 
operate both manual and NIR sorting efficiently, resulting in an efficient separation of P V C bottles. If 
the assumptions were true, these results show that it is important to incorporate not only NIR 
technologies but also manual separation or other technologies such as machine vision sorters. 

3.3.1.2 Other polymers 
In general, only the evaluation of polyolefins and PVC are embedded in E N standards [133]. Still, as 
the plastic types are truly diverse and can significantly influence technology devices and rPET quality 
[43], it was decided to monitor every plastic contamination other than PET; as described in Chapter 
3.2.1.2. Only 17% of the batches contained below 34 ppm of other polymers, next 29% fell in the 35-
74 ppm range, and 9% in the 75-99 ppm interval. Thus, 56% of the batches contained less than 100 ppm 
of other polymers. Another 25% of batches contained 100 to 199 ppm, 16% of batches were in the 200-
499 ppm range, and 4% of batches exceeded the 500-ppm threshold (Figure 18). Given the results, the 
contamination with other polymers was significantly more pronounced than PVC contamination. 

4 In our case, the origin of PVC from the bottle components is derived from a visual assessment of the PVC-
contaminating particles in the batches. Based on the analysis in previous thesis [104] and the contaminant analysis 
of the samples used in this work (refer to Chapter 3.3.4.1 or Figure 35), the PVC contaminants were in the vast 
majority evaluated as PET bottle label pieces. 
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Producer Average [ppm] Min [ppm] Max [ppm] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 142±65 36 227 Yes E 
B 702±650 100 1391 No W 
C 148±95 46 315 Yes E 
D 28±33 0 68 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 78±91 2 392 Yes/No E 
E 2±0 2 2 No E 
F 100±33 57 161 No E 
G 138±0 138 138 No E 
H _ C M 345±240 175 514 Yes W 
I_CM 252±180 55 544 No W 
K _ C M 268±123 58 430 Yes W 
L _ C M 345±21 330 360 No W 
M _ C M 303±191 157 535 Yes W 
N 135±76 15 231 Yes E 
O 63±39 0 205 No E 
P 106±20 92 120 Yes E 
Q 27±38 0 54 No E 
R 306±89 192 392 No E 

Figure 18: The results of other polymer analysis. Source: own source. 

To minimise the difficulties in reprocessing PET flakes, an internal limit of 75 ppm of other polymers 
is set [103]. Only two producers with an average of plastic contaminants lower than 75 ppm and stable 
quality could be recommended: D and O. Fluctuations were rare for these manufacturers. These were 
assumed to be mainly caused by a failure in some part of the technology, usually resulting in the 
penetration of voluminous contaminant that greatly impacted the result; or the entry of bottles with non-
separable contamination (such as PETG labels). Manufacturers E and Q contained almost no polymeric 
contamination but have so far supplied few batches, and therefore their quality could not be assessed 
reliably. Producer D _ C M also had an average value close to 75 ppm but had significant fluctuations. 
Again, this was probably due to the existence of two plants, one of which had effective separation 
technology, while the other did not. 

I_CM, K _ C M , M _ C M , R, H _ C M , L _ C M , and B could not be recommended suppliers because of an 
average of 252 ppm and higher. Focusing on suppliers with multiple batches (two or more), only supplier 
R demonstrated a consistently high content of plastic contamination. The conjectures to explain the 
trends in other polymer contamination are based both on practical experience and information on various 
possibilities to remove other polymers: mainly NIR [42, 48, 110], manual [43], and machine vision 
sorting [42]. It was assumed that this supplier completely missed some parts of the technology such as 
NIR or manual sorting. The other producers showed fluctuations which could also be caused by the non-
functionality or absence of some part of the separation technology. Consequently, fluctuations could 
arise from the heterogeneity of the PET bottles supplied for individual batches. 

The type of market showed to be a crucial factor for the content of other polymers in provided PET 
flakes. The averages for the Eastern market were significantly lower than those for the Western market. 
For all suppliers from the Eastern market, the average of other polymers was below 148 ppm. A l l the 
Western-market-producers had higher other polymers content on average. An exception was Eastern 
producer R, with an average of 306 ppm. Again, it was concluded that this result could be attributed to 
the use of manual separation, which is not employed to the same extent in the Western as in the Eastern 
E U [43]. 
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Surprisingly, less contaminated batches were seen mainly in the co-collection. The assumption was that 
the separate collection minimizes the input of other plastic products, i.e., other plastics. Thus, PET 
bottles themselves were assessed to be a significant source of contamination. The conjecture is that while 
producers processing material from co-mingled collection assumed a lot of heterogeneous plastics in the 
stream and had a technology to eliminate contamination from both faulty sorted objects and bottle 
components, producers processing PET bottles from mono-collection or DRS likely underestimated 
PET bottle components and different contamination (e.g., from devices and packaging) to some extent 
and thus their products contained higher polymer contamination. Additionally, as will be discussed in 
Chapter 3.3.4.1, PETG and PS occurred most frequently. These polymers can be used as bottle 
components [89, 101, 108] and in these cases cannot be completely avoided in mono-collection and 
DRS collection systems. 

Still, it is important to consider that contamination by other plastics - except for PVC and polyolefins -
is not described by the E N standards [133] (see Chapter 3.2.1.2) or EFSA (see Figure 7) and therefore, 
it can be assumed that some manufacturers had no incentive to invest in more efficient separation or to 
lose material due to higher instrument sensitivity unless forced to do so by its customers. Consequently, 
this can also be a reason for a higher content of other polymers in some producers. In this case, the 
processor should address with the problematic suppliers whether the contamination level can be reduced 
to a processable value determined by a processor. 

The analysis of flakes from the German market also examined the content of polymer contaminants. 
PVC with PA were evaluated together with other polymers. Unfortunately, it is not possible to assess 
the content of PVC and PA. Overall, however, in contrast to our results, contamination with other 
polymers was much more severe in the co-collection system (flakes from DRS showed very low levels 
of other polymers). Since 2009, however, there was a noticeable decrease in the level of contamination 
of PET flakes from co-collection (probably attributable to the development of separation technologies). 
The smallest difference was observed in the last year of measurement, i.e., 2014 [4]. Thus, it is 
questionable whether measurements made at this time would show the same trends as the results of this 
thesis. If so, one could suggest that the efficiency of sorting systems may be more determinant today 
than the collection scheme concerning contamination by other polymers. 

3.3.1.3 Poly amide (PA) 
Concerning PA, 87% of the batches contained little or no PA (maximal content was 9 ppm), and the 
other 10% ranged from 10 to 39 ppm. Extremes, i.e., the presence of PA above 40 ppm, occurred in only 
3% of batches. The results related to producers can be seen in Figure 19. 
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Producer Average [ppm] Min [ppm] Max [ppm] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 14±21 0 47 Yes E 
B O i l 0 1 No W 
C 2±5 0 16 Yes E 
D 2±4 0 9 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 7±18 0 93 Yes/No E 
E 0±0 0 0 No E 
F 1±2 0 7 No E 
G 0±0 0 0 No E 
H _ C M 6±9 0 13 Yes W 
I_CM 4±9 0 23 No W 
K _ C M 8±9 0 25 Yes W 
L _ C M 32±39 5 60 No W 
M _ C M 7±10 0 24 Yes W 
N 2±5 0 12 Yes E 
O 1±2 0 11 No E 
P 2±2 0 3 Yes E 
Q 1±2 0 3 No E 
R 3±6 0 12 No E 

Figure 19: The results of PA analysis. Source: own source. 

The resulting averages for most manufacturers complied with the requirements (see Figure 7), not 
exceeding 14 ppm. The only exception was producer L _ C M , which provided PET flakes containing 
32 ppm P A on average, but this should not be taken too much into account due to the small number of 
batches for this producer. Extremes occurred for producers L _ C M , A , and D _ C M . Still, the 50-ppm 
limit (see Figure 7) was exceeded only in two batches in total. Based on practical experience, these 
extremes could be related to the high content of barrier flakes (assuming P A and barrier flakes are 
correlated), perhaps also to processing technology leading to higher abrasion and hence peeling of the 
P A layer (likely caused by more aggressive washing). Penetration of the P A from non-bottle applications 
may also be the reason [43]. Despite this, these manufacturers provided satisfactory results in terms of 
P A limits; thus, these variations should not be a reason to discontinue sourcing from them. 

PA averages were typically slightly higher for the Western market with mono-collection or DRS 
schemes. Since the differences in the averages are in the order of units of ppm, no conclusions were 
drawn from this trend. The assumption, however, is that these trends will be more pronounced for barrier 
flakes analysis. 

3.3.1.4 Other contaminants 
Based on practical experience, contamination by extraneous materials is random in the resulting flakes 
[43]. Erratic extremes are typical for this type of contamination but tend to be diluted in the final average 
due to the low abundance in other batches. This is highlighted by the fact that 84% of batches contained 
9 ppm or less of other contamination. Then, 9% of batches were in the interval of 10-39 ppm, and 
extremes above 40 ppm occurred in 7% of batches. Results for individual suppliers are provided in 
Figure 20. 
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Producer Average [ppm] Min [ppm] Max [ppm] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 0±1 0 3 Yes E 
B 57±93 0 164 No W 
C 22±44 0 134 Yes E 
D 0±0 0 1 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 14±45 0 238 Yes/No E 
E 0±0 0 0 No E 
F 0±0 0 0 No E 
G 20±0 20 20 No E 
H _ C M 60±75 7 113 Yes W 
I_CM 1±1 0 2 No W 
K _ C M 6±12 0 36 Yes W 
L _ C M 0±0 0 0 No W 
M _ C M 12±22 0 51 Yes W 
N 1±3 0 8 Yes E 
O 9±21 0 85 No E 
P 2±3 0 4 Yes E 
Q 5±6 0 9 No E 
R 1±1 0 3 No E 

Figure 20: The results of other contaminants analysis. Source: own source. 

In addition to the average content of other impurities for each manufacturer, it was also examined how 
many batches of a given manufacturer contained other contamination and how many did not. Once 
focusing on manufacturers with more than three batches, the most frequent contamination occurred in 
supplier C (62% of batches), K _ C M (60% of batches), and O (50% of batches). Although K _ C M and O 
manufacturers were likely to contain other contaminants in the batch, the overall average of other 
contaminants for these manufacturers was not high compared to the rest of the manufacturers. From this, 
it was concluded that manufacturers K _ C M and O processed the input with frequent occurrence of 
extraneous materials but were able to remove the foreign material effectively with few exceptions. 
Producer C encountered other contaminants often as well but crossed 100 ppm twice in two batches. For 
this manufacturer (perhaps also for manufacturer B with a similar type of extremes), this raises the 
question of whether the level of other contamination was purely dependent on the input material. If in 
the remaining 9 batches, the material was free of contamination but in next 2 batches, the contamination 
in the input material was high, it indicates the manufacturer could not cope with other contamination 
once it appeared in the input material. This could point to missing or ineffective sorting technologies 
(see Chapter 2.4.3 for more details on separation of other contaminants). Even if the extreme content of 
other contamination was a matter of a small number of batches, this introduced a degree of uncertainty 
for the processor [43]. High variation in other contaminants content was also typical for producer 
D _ C M , although two plants with differently efficient sorting technologies were suspected to be a source 
of fluctuation in this case. 

The limits for other contaminants are listed individually by EFSA for metals (50 ppm) and paper with 
wood (also 50 ppm), while other particles such as stones, textiles, or rubber are not listed (see Figure 7). 
In practice, therefore, the internal limit for all these particles has been set at 50 ppm as a whole, 
regardless of the specific material [103]. As a result, H _ C M , B, and C producers did not receive the 
recommendation due to higher averages and C due to fluctuation. It should be noted that there were only 
a few batches from producers H _ C M and B, perhaps this was a random extreme occurrence. D _ C M was 
also evaluated as an unrecommended producer due to the high fluctuation and therefore uncertainty for 
the processors. The rest of the producers were assessed as not problematic, i.e., except for individual 
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fluctuations, the content of other contamination was low to sporadic. There were even producers whose 
batches did not contain other contaminants (almost) at all - of note were producers N , R, I_CM, A, D, 
and F, which did not show extreme occurrences in any of the batches despite larger batch volumes and 
had an overall average of 0 to 1 ppm. An assumption was made that these favourable results could be 
due to a range of factors such as quality of an input material, appropriate bottle design, the minimal 
contamination from process equipment (such as rubber conveyor belts) and packaging (i.e., pallets) [43], 
and very efficient sorting. 

Other contamination was expected to vary by type of collection scheme - in particular, to be higher for 
producers processing material from the co-collection. However, it turned out that the content of other 
contamination is completely independent of the type of collection, even when only the extremes were 
examined. Similarly, whether a producer operated in the Western or Eastern market did not affect the 
results. As a result, bottle design and separation technology were evaluated as the main causes of 
contamination by other materials. Moreover, based on practical knowledge, extraneous materials often 
occur as a huge single piece of a contaminant in the flakes samples. These pieces tend to be 
volumetrically significant (this is particularly true for stones or rubber, and metals) [43]. Control analysis 
thus lags in representing the other contamination in a total volume of delivered flakes, as the occurrence 
of such pieces of other contaminants in sampled material is more likely to be a matter of coincidence. 

A similar analysis was carried out on PET flakes in Germany. Although the metals and other materials 
were analysed separately, both analyses showed a similar trend: with a few exceptions, the content of 
other contaminants was the highest in PET flakes from the co-mingled collection. However, only 
samples up to 2014 were analysed and a significant reduction of extraneous materials in the flakes from 
the co-mingled collection system was observed from 2012. The authors of the study attributed this trend 
to the increasing efficiency of sorting technologies [4]. Together with results with this thesis, it seems 
that the separation technology is becoming more important than the collection system. Still, more 
experiments would be needed to confirm this hypothesis. 

3.3.1.5 Moisture content 
Most batches (84%) had a moisture content in the range of 0.50-0.99% water content. Meanwhile, 7% 
of the batches had a lower water content (below 0.50%). On the contrary, 9% of the batches contained 
1.00% moisture or more. Although lower moisture content is preferred, the moisture content was not 
a problem for 90% of batches. Detailed results are displayed in Figure 21. 
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Producer Average [%] Min[%] Max [%] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 0.70±0.08 0.59 0.82 Yes E 
B 0.80±0.05 0.75 0.84 No W 
C 0.83±0.15 0.55 0.97 Yes E 
D 0.98±0.79 0.58 2.40 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 0.59±0.14 0.34 0.92 Yes/No E 
E 0.57±0.00 0.57 0.57 No E 
F 0.82±0.09 0.67 0.93 No E 
G 0.88±0.00 0.88 0.88 No E 
H _ C M 0.82±0.00 0.82 0.82 Yes W 
I_CM 0.64±0.07 0.56 0.77 No W 
K _ C M 0.92±0.12 0.68 1.09 Yes W 
L _ C M 0.81±0.06 0.77 0.85 No W 
M _ C M 0.69±0.19 0.58 1.02 Yes W 
N 1.27±0.22 0.99 1.61 Yes E 
O 0.65±0.10 0.38 0.90 No E 
P 1.11±0.15 1.01 1.22 Yes E 
Q 0.71±0.04 0.68 0.74 No E 
R 1.02±0.07 0.92 1.09 No E 

Figure 21: The results of moisture content analysis. Source: own source. 

The maximal limit reported to EFSA for the moisture content is 1.00% (see Figure 7). Some producers 
had an average moisture content above 1.00%: N , P, and R. Producer P exceeded the 1.00% limit for 
both batches supplied. Supplier K _ C M also tended to have a higher moisture content but did not exceed 
1.00% on average. As a result, N , P, and R suppliers could not be recommended because of the 
consistently high moisture content and possible technology [121] or storage problems [43]. 

In terms of low average moisture content and not exceeding the 1.00% moisture limit throughout the 
delivery period, the manufacturers I_CM, O, and D _ C M were particularly recommended. However, the 
other manufacturers also did not have a problem to comply with the 1.00% moisture limit, except for 
a few batches with a slight exceedance of this limit. 

The analysis showed one interesting outlier. One batch of producer D contained 2.40% moisture, 
although other batches from producer D _ C M did not show moisture content problems. Based on 
experience from practice, this could be attributed either to problems with the drying [121], storage, or 
transport technology on the manufacturer's side [43]. The same issues could be the reason for extreme 
moisture content in other batches, mainly from suppliers N , P, and R. 

Although the producers with the highest averages were located in the Eastern market and processed 
material from the mono-collection/DRS system, no clearer pattern in moisture content could be observed 
concerning the type of market or collection system. 

3.3.1.6 PET dust 
Majority, i.e., 80% of the batches contained a maximum of 0.19% dust. Contents in the range of 0.20%-
0.39% were observed in 15% of the batches. The remaining 5% of the batches contained 0.40% PET 
dust or more. Results related to the individual batches are described in Figure 22. 
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Producer Average [%] Min [%] Max [%] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 0.29±0.07 0.17 0.37 Yes E 
B 0.16±0.12 0.08 0.29 No W 
C 0.19±0.31 0.03 1.19 Yes E 
D 0.09±0.14 0.01 0.33 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 0.02±0.01 0.00 0.05 Yes/No E 
E 0.19±0.00 0.19 0.19 No E 
F 0.20±0.22 0.03 0.84 No E 
G 0.13±0.00 0.13 0.13 No E 
H _ C M 0.44±0.38 0.17 0.71 Yes W 
I_CM 0.26±0.40 0.01 1.00 No W 
K _ C M 0.05±0.03 0.02 0.11 Yes W 
L _ C M 0.01±0.01 0.00 0.02 No W 
M _ C M 0.08±0.02 0.05 0.10 Yes W 
N 0.11±0.05 0.05 0.20 Yes E 
O 0.12±0.07 0.02 0.29 No E 
P 0.45±0.06 0.40 0.49 Yes E 

Q 0.33±0.16 0.22 0.44 No E 
R 0.14±0.08 0.08 0.25 No E 

Figure 22: The results of PET dust content analysis. Source: own source. 

PET dust limit is not reported to EFSA, thus is based on the internal standard. In this case, a very optimal 
maximal value is 0.12% [103]. Flakes from suppliers P, H _ C M , and Q had a high PET dust content 
(above 0.33%), but due to the small number of batches, it was not possible to conclude whether this was 
due to a temporary failure in the dust separation technology or whether the suppliers did not have an 
efficient dust separation [3]. Suppliers A, I_CM, and F supplied dustier batches on average. While 
dustiness was a stable issue for supplier A (it was assumed this was due to the technology), suppliers 
I_CM and F had higher averages due to significant variation in a single batch. Thus, this was probably 
a random problem in the dust removal technology [3]. 

The recommended producers were those with low dust content and the most stable results. These criteria 
were met by suppliers D _ C M , K _ C M , and M _ C M . For D _ C M , the stability was surprising given the 
two manufacturing plants; most probably these two plants used the same dust separation technology. 
The flakes from producer L _ C M had complying level of dust content but only two batches were 
examined, and therefore no conclusions could be drawn. Producers O, N , and D also had low averages, 
but slight fluctuations had to be expected. 

The content of PET dust showed no connection with the type of market or collection system. This 
conclusion was expected as this parameter was assumed to be dependent on the technology rather than 
the input material [3]. 

3.3.1.7 Bulk density 
The market was relatively diverse regarding bulk density, with averages ranging from 268 kg-m 3 to 357 
kg-m 3. The minimal measured value was 226 kg-m"3, and the maximum was 362 kg-m"3. For several 
producers, higher variability of results was observed. Overall, the market could be divided into three 
intervals. Only 6% of batches had a bulk density below 249 kg-m 3 . In the range 250-299 kg-m 3 , 68% 
of the batches were situated. The remaining 26% had a bulk density greater than 300 kg-m"3. Figure 23 
displays more detailed results. 
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Producer Average [kg-m 3] Min [kg-m"3] Max [kg-m"3] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 299±14 277 320 Yes E 
B 313±43 265 347 No W 
C 290±27 236 349 Yes E 
D 268±34 238 324 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 270±22 226 326 Yes/No E 
E 301±0 301 301 No E 
F 280±9 263 296 No E 
G 299±0 299 299 No E 
H _ C M 357±7 352 362 Yes W 
I_CM 302±10 290 316 No W 
K _ C M 270±14 240 292 Yes W 
L _ C M 285±0 285 285 No W 
M _ C M 269±30 248 321 Yes W 
N 296±12 283 312 Yes E 
O 286±22 246 343 No E 
P 283±24 265 300 Yes E 
Q 305±21 290 320 No E 
R 321±8 311 328 No E 

Figure 23: The results of bulk density analysis. Source: own source. 

It was not appropriate to divide suppliers into those which can be recommended and those which cannot 
be, because the requirements for processors are completely individual according to the technology. Even 
though optimal range is set by a producer [103], based on practical experience, the most important thing 
is that the manufacturer keeps the bulk density stable [43]. Regarding stability, suppliers A , F, I_CM, 
K _ C M , N , and R could be recommended; but suppliers B, C, D, and M _ C M could not (producers with 
2 batches and less were not considered). In general, lower values were typical for manufacturers D, 
M _ C M , and K _ C M ; high values for suppliers H _ C M and R. B also showed a high average value but 
also variations from batch to batch. 

The hypothesis is that bulk density and PET dust are correlated variables: if the bulk density is high, 
finer grinding - thus, a more intensive formation of PET dust - is likely [43]. PET dust may remain in 
the sample if the dust removal technology is not sufficient [3]. However, deviations from this assumption 
were observed during the analysis. Once the average bulk density was high, but the average PET dust 
percentage was low (N: 0.11% dust and bulk density 290 kg-m"3; G: 0.13% dust and bulk density 299 
kg-m"3; R: 0.14% dust and bulk density 321 kg-m"3), some producers had relatively efficient PET dust 
separation. On the other hand, some producers had a high average PET dust but a low average bulk 
density (F: dust 0.20% and bulk density 280 kg-m 3 and P: dust 0.45% and bulk density 283 kg-m 3). The 
PET dust removal efficiency of these suppliers was assumed to be poor. 

An interesting phenomenon was that while market type did not show an effect on bulk density, the flakes 
with the highest bulk densities were predominantly from the co-collection scheme, while the lower 
values were observed mainly in the case of producers processing waste from the mono-collection 
system/DRS. No explanation could be found for this phenomenon - it is likely coincidental. Comparable 
results were found in a study of PET flakes on the German market, where PET flakes from co-collection 
tend to have higher bulk density than PET flakes from co-collection. Still, the difference was not very 
significant [4]. 
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3.3.1.8 Flakes with adhesives 
More than half of the batches (53%) contained only up to 0.09% flakes with adhesives. Then, 28% of 
the batches were in the range of 0.10-0.29%, and content between 0.30% and 0.49% was measured in 
15% of the batches. More than 0.50% flakes with glue residue were found in only 4% of the batches. 
See Figure 24 for more detailed information. 

Producer Average [%] Min[%] Max [%] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 0.31±0.10 0.15 0.44 Yes E 
B 0.05±0.03 0.03 0.08 No W 
C 0.27±0.11 0.10 0.52 Yes E 
D 0.06±0.08 0.00 0.15 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 0.13±0.16 0.01 0.83 Yes/No E 
E 0.07±0.00 0.07 0.07 No E 
F 044±0.10 0.28 0.57 No E 
G 0.02±0.00 0.02 0.02 No E 
H _ C M 0.38±0.37 0.11 0.64 Yes W 
I_CM 0.03±0.01 0.00 0.04 No W 
K _ C M 0.10±0.04 0.05 0.16 Yes W 
L _ C M 0.07±0.02 0.05 0.09 No W 
M _ C M 0.07±0.05 0.00 0.11 Yes W 
N 0.38±0.10 0.17 0.45 Yes E 
O 0.05±0.06 0.00 0.35 No E 
P 0.24±0.19 0.10 0.37 Yes E 
Q 0.08±0.01 0.07 0.08 No E 
R 0.30±0.09 0.25 0.43 No E 

Figure 24:The results offtakes with adhesives analysis. Source: own source. 

According to the internal requirements, a PET flake batch can contain up to 1.00% of PET flakes with 
adhesive residuals [103]. Therefore, it was not possible to address some batches as not recommended 
because even the batch with the highest value of all batches (0.83%) was still processable. Still, lower 
content of flakes with adhesive and stability of this value are preferred over higher values and 
fluctuations [43]. These conditions were met by the producers I_CM, O, B, D, M _ C M , Q, and K _ C M 
(producers with two batches and fewer are not mentioned due to the impossibility of assessing the 
fluctuations between batches). In practice, low values could occur due to the good quality of the washing 
process [43], but also to the input material - some adhesives cannot be easily washed off [72]. The 
supplier D _ C M also had a low average value, but a large variation between batches could be observed, 
which was attributed to the existence of two plants. The rest of the batches already had higher averages 
and sometimes even higher variations. This could (again) be attributed to the quality of washing and 
input material. Thus, it can be assumed that manufacturers with a higher average amount of flakes with 
adhesives either had a less efficient washing process or there was a higher number of bottles with harder-
to-wash-off adhesives in the feedstock. 

While there is no apparent association between the content of flakes with adhesives and market type, 
the co-collection scheme typically yielded a lower content of flakes with adhesives. Additionally, higher 
content of PET flakes with adhesive residuals was found in material for producers with mono-collection 
or DRS schemes. 

3.3.1.9 Barrier flakes 
A small proportion of flakes with the barrier, i.e., up to 0.29%, was found in 15% of the batches. Many 
flakes (68%) were in the interval 0.30% to 0.99%; when divided into two intervals 0.30-0.59% and 
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0.60-0.99%, the same percentage of batches (34%) were situated in them. Between 1.00% and 1.49% 
was measured in 7% of the batches; 10% of the batches contained 1.50% barrier flakes or more. Thus, 
18% of the batches contained a considerable proportion of barrier flakes that could cause operational 
complications [43]. An overview of the results is displayed in Figure 25. 

Producer Average [%] Min[%] Max [%] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 0.23±0.10 0.12 0.42 Yes E 
B 0.77±0.72 0.23 1.59 No W 
C 0.70±0.37 0.17 1.62 Yes E 
D 0.70±0.38 0.15 1.16 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 0.87±0.63 0.06 2.81 Yes/No E 
E 0.24±0.00 0.24 0.24 No E 
F 0.76±0.20 0.48 1.11 No E 
G 0.94±0.00 0.94 0.94 No E 
H _ C M 0.88±0.13 0.79 0.98 Yes W 
I_CM 1.65±0.31 1.33 2.17 No W 
K _ C M 0.97±0.45 0.52 1.91 Yes W 
L _ C M 3.91±0.41 3.62 4.20 No W 
M _ C M 0.90±0.53 0.22 1.58 Yes W 
N 0.73±0.14 0.50 0.87 Yes E 
O 0.50±0.20 0.18 1.27 No E 
P 0.35±0.07 0.31 0.40 Yes E 
Q 0.65±0.09 0.59 0.71 No E 
R 0.51±0.11 0.43 0.66 No E 

Figure 25: The results of barrier flakes analysis. Source: own source. 

The highest content of barrier flakes was observed for the supplier L _ C M (average 3.91%). This supplier 
is mentioned despite the small number of batches because such a high level of barrier flakes was not 
observed for any other producer. The assumption is that this manufacturer processed material with a 
high proportion of PET bottles with a barrier, that are difficult to be separated [94]. However, the 
supplier should consider whether to introduce manual or machine vision separation of bottles likely to 
contain a barrier and thus reduce the proportion of barrier flakes. For suppliers K _ C M , M _ C M , B, C, 
and D, such a measure could help to minimise batch-to4oatch variations in this parameter. The 
fluctuations for supplier D _ C M were most likely attributed to the different quality of the two plants and 
subsequently, of a supplied material. 

According to the experience from practice, the additional problem concerning producer L _ C M could be 
that the proportion of 3.91% is high, and a reduction would likely lead to significant material losses for 
the manufacturer. Additionally, separating PET bottles with a barrier layer before they enter the line 
would impact the overall PET recycling rate and recyclability of PET bottles in addition to material 
losses. Then, the question is whether the producer is forced to reduce the proportion of bottles with 
a barrier in the input material or whether some purchasers (PET flakes processors) exist that can process 
such flakes without problems. Producer I_CM with a relatively high average value should also consider 
the introduction of separation of PET bottles with a barrier. Another assumption based on practical 
experience is that producers L _ C M and I_CM bought raw bottles of the lowest quality in other to reduce 
costs. 

The internal limit for barrier flakes is 1.00% [103]. Additionally, the manufacturers to be recommended 
are required to keep the barrier flakes level as stable as possible [43]. These requirements were met in 
batches of producers A and R. O was also considered a suitable supplier, except for occasional 
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fluctuations. Few samples were available from suppliers E, P, and Q, and the low barrier flakes levels 
were a good indicator. These suppliers appeared to process PET bottles with lower barrier layer levels. 
Alternatively, a barrier bottle separation step could be implemented in these plants. For supplier O, a 
low average but occasional fluctuation could be observed, which may be due to the heterogeneity of 
PET bottles processed across batches. 

There was a clear division between the Western and Eastern market in the content of the barrier flakes. 
Hypothetically, this observation could point to the difference in bottle design in Eastern and Western 
countries, e.g., the difference in consumption of beer [96], juices, fresh milk [5], and so on because 
Western producers supplied batches with a higher proportion of barrier flakes than those from the 
Eastern market. However, the assumed association with differential consumption of the mentioned 
beverages has not been further investigated and would need to be verified with real data. In contrast, no 
association with the type of collection was observed. 

3.3.1.10 Differently coloured flakes 
Due to the nature of the results of the differently coloured flakes, a figure providing the basic statistical 
parameters will not be available as in previous cases. This is because the content of the colour flakes 
was proven to be unproblematic (in terms of internal requirements) and, with exceptions, relatively 
stable across batches and manufacturers. The exceptions will be discussed in the following text. 

Although present in 75% of batches, light-coloured flakes did not prove to be a problematic indicator. 
The average of most suppliers was 0.02%, which has a negligible effect on the quality of rPET (based 
on standard operating procedures (SOPs), an internal limit is 0.10% [43], which is significantly higher 
than the measured maximum). Batches from suppliers B, D _ C M , K _ C M , L _ C M , and R had an average 
above 0.02%. Still, these averages were lower than the upper limit for light-coloured flakes. The supplier 
should only draw attention to producers with significant fluctuations, which was particularly the case 
for the supplier D _ C M . The assumption is that one of the production plants of this supplier had colour 
separators (refer to Chapter 2.2.2.3 for additional information on colour separators) and was therefore 
characterised by low light flakes content. The other plant probably did not have such a separator, which 
resulted in significant fluctuations - probably due to the penetration of a differently coloured bottle. 
D _ C M was also the only supplier who supplied two batches with light-coloured flake content above 
0.10%. This value is above the internal limit and based on practical experience, may already represent 
a technological inconvenience [43]. The measured maximum was 0.17%. This supplier is the only one 
that could not be recommended due to these extreme fluctuations. 

Dark-coloured flakes are more problematic: they can affect the colour of the recyelate much more than 
light-coloured flakes [43]. Thus, an internal limit of dark-coloured flakes is 0.02% [103]. Although dark-
coloured flakes were present in only 53% of batches, some exceeded 0.02% limit. This happened once 
for supplier P, three times for supplier R (out of a total of four batches delivered), in most batches from 
suppliers M _ C M , I_CM, and K _ C M , ten times for supplier D _ C M and once for supplier A. Particularly 
for suppliers I_CM, K _ C M , and M _ C M , there were high extremes and high averages. For these 
producers (except for supplier A , where accidental penetration or momentary malfunction of the 
technology was assumed to be the cause), the absence of colour separators could be assumed as well as 
in the case of light-coloured flakes. For D _ C M , the absence of such technology was expected in one of 
the plants. Alternatively, suppliers may have colour separators employed only before entering the 
technology for whole bottles but no longer for the final flakes. Based on practical experience, a single 
penetrating bottle may be significantly reflected in the measured value [43]. However, the latter option 
is more likely to be assumed for D _ C M and R producers, where the peaks were lower. In any case, these 
producers (except producers A and P) could not be recommended due to high and frequent dark-coloured 
flakes content. 
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It was not possible to observe trends in the content of the differently coloured flakes concerning the type 
of market and collection system. The highest average of dark-coloured flakes was observed in two 
producers in the Western market with a mono-collection system or DRS; however, this phenomenon is 
rather attributed to technology and not to the market or collection system. 

3.3.1.11 Light blue flakes 
The content of light blue flakes varied widely across manufacturers and batches: 40% of batches were 
found to have low blue flake content, i.e., up to 0.99%. Then, 22% of batches contained between 1.00% 
and 4.99% light blue flakes; between 5.00% and 9.99% were measured in 20% of batches. Batches 
containing 10.00-14.99% accounted for 9% of the batches, and a further 9% of the batches had a light 
blue flakes content of more than 15.00%. The results for individual suppliers are displayed in Figure 26. 

Producer Average [%] Min[%] Max [%] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 2.70±0.95 1.24 3.55 Yes E 
B 11.08±9.61 0.00 17.16 No W 
C 4.61±6.33 0.01 19.02 Yes E 
D 0.59±0.90 0.00 2.19 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 3.49±4.13 0.07 14.65 Yes/No E 
E O.OOiO.OO 0.00 0.00 No E 
F 0.79±0.88 0.14 3.21 No E 
G O.OOiO.OO 0.00 0.00 No E 
H _ C M 7.36±1.70 6.16 8.56 Yes W 
I_CM 22.85±7.22 13.86 33.12 No W 
K _ C M 10.56±3.63 2.95 14.81 Yes W 
L _ C M 11.98±2.01 10.56 13.40 No W 
M _ C M 14.63±7.00 3.02 21.69 Yes W 
N 13.31±9.20 4.48 28.65 Yes E 
O 3.03±2.88 0.14 9.74 No E 
P 0.30±0.09 0.24 0.36 Yes E 

Q 0.30±0.42 0.01 0.60 No E 
R 0.44±0.09 0.34 0.55 No E 

Figure 26: The results of light blue flakes analysis. Source: own source. 

Based on practical experience, light blue flakes are not entirely undesirable in recycled flakes. The light 
blue flakes can be deliberately added to the recyclate (or left unseparated) to optimise the colour of the 
clear PET flakes [136]. Traditionally, an additive with a blue dye is used for colour improvement 
because it can suppress unwanted rPET discoloration [98]. However, it can be assumed that if light blue 
flakes are added to PET flakes, they can theoretically replace some of the dye and thus reduce the 
additive dosage. It is assumed that the light blue flakes may (although imperfectly) partially compensate 
for the yellowish barrier flakes and greyish degraded flakes. If some manufacturers used this approach, 
there should be a correlation between light blue flakes and visual evaluation or barrier flakes content. 

Therefore, dividing flakes based on light blue flakes into suitable and unsuitable ones is not 
straightforward. In practice, however, the content above 15% of light blue flakes is considered high 
according to the internal requirements on PET flakes [103]. This percentage is also used as an internal 
limit, and according to SOPs, flakes crossing this limit could be considered more as a mix of blue and 
transparent PET flakes [43]. Therefore, further supplies from I_CM and M _ C M suppliers could not be 
recommended because in their case, the averages approached or significantly exceeded the 15% 
threshold. This limit was also exceeded by the maxima of suppliers N , B, and C. 
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Furthermore, stability is generally preferred. In practice, this is also true for light blue flakes content, 
which affects the dosage of the additive which is important for batch processing planning [43]. The 
suppliers I_CM, M _ C M , N , B, C, D _ C M , and (to a lesser extent) K _ C M and O were unstable. On the 
other hand, suppliers A, F, D, and R showed high stability (producers with two or fewer batches cannot 
be assessed). However, lower averages are also typical for the more stable producers. 

In practice, light blue flakes separation is not as crucial as the separation of above-mentioned 
contaminating particles [43]. An assumption regarding the sensitivity of the colour separators is that it 
could be relatively low, as light blue flakes do not pose such a threat to the quality [43]. This way, 
unnecessary material losses could be avoided. Nevertheless, if the higher content of light blue flakes 
was non-intended and due to insufficient sorting of coloured bottles, a higher content of differently 
coloured flakes should be observed in these batches. 

While no association with the type of collection system was observed, there was a clear association with 
the type of market. The high content of light blue flakes was typical for the Western market (13.07% on 
average), while for the Eastern market, it was considerably lower (2.46% on average). However, no 
general approximation on the type of market could be made as in general, light blue content is influenced 
by three criteria: by customer (PET flakes processor), the sorting facilities, and the price [90, 136]. 

First, as was discussed above, the light blue flakes can partially replace the blue additive with their 
pigments to suppress greying due to degradation and yellowing due to barrier flakes [136]. Therefore, it 
was concluded that there may be flake processors requiring an addition of light blue flakes. Then, flakes 
suppliers may add light blue flakes to the batches by default also for other processors. In addition to 
replacing the additive, the reason for the addition of light blue flakes may be the price reduction. Because 
coloured flakes are economically less valuable than clear flakes [90], adding light blue flakes may have 
a positive effect on price. A final influence may be the sorting strategy in recycling facilities, as clear 
and light blue flakes can be considered one colour fraction [90]. 

3.3.1.12 Visual evaluation 
Most batches fell in the interval between 1.00 and 1.99 (78 % of batches). This meant that 54 % of the 
batches could be considered well-washed, and not degraded (or only slightly degraded). The evaluation 
was slightly worse for 24% of the batches which had poorer washing process quality and/or more 
significant degree of degradation (grade 1.50-1.99). Finally, 22% of the batches were severely degraded 
and/or poorly washed. Therefore, they received a grade between 2.00 and 3.00. No grade worse than 
3.00 was given. More information on grades for individual producers is provided in Figure 27. 
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Producer Average [-] Min [-] Max [-] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 1.14±0.24 1.00 1.50 Yes E 
B 1.17±0.29 1.00 1.50 No W 
C 1.70±0.61 1.00 3.00 Yes E 
D 1.00±0.00 1.00 1.00 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 1.40±0.48 1.00 3.00 Yes/No E 
E 1.00±0.00 1.00 1.00 No E 
F 1.24±0.21 1.00 1.50 No E 
G 1.50±0.00 1.50 1.50 No E 
H _ C M 2.25±0.35 2.00 2.50 Yes W 
I_CM 1.50±0.00 1.50 1.50 No W 
K _ C M 2.25±0.29 2.00 2.75 Yes W 
L _ C M 3.00±0.00 3.00 3.00 No W 
M _ C M 1.38±0.25 1.00 1.63 Yes W 
N 2.19±0.25 2.00 2.50 Yes E 
O 1.12±0.19 1.00 1.50 No E 
P 1.19±0.27 1.00 1.38 Yes E 
Q 1.50±0.00 1.50 1.50 No E 
R 1.88±0.25 1.50 2.00 No E 

Figure 27: Results of visual evaluation analysis. Source: own source. 

A worse grade was not a reason to reject a batch - no internal or EFSA-reported (refer to Figure 7) limit 
exists [103]; visual evaluation is rather informative. But the lower the grade, the better for the processor 
[43]. The high grades were mainly reported in the suppliers L _ C M , H _ C M , K _ C M , and N . Refer to 
Chapter 3.2.1.3 for information of visual sorting analysis: high grade was a sign of either high 
degradation, poor washing, or a combination of both. It was observed that a high grade of the above-
mentioned manufacturers was mainly due to degradation caused by a higher number of recycling cycles. 
Based on practical experience, this problem is already inevitable in countries with bottle-to-bottle 
recycling implemented for longer period [43]. 

Another key criterion was, as with the other parameters, stability [43]. Stability was the worst for 
suppliers D _ C M and C. For D _ C M , the fluctuations were attributed to the operation of two production 
plants in two countries, which probably implied a difference in the quality of the input material as well 
as in the efficiency of the washing technology. Supplier C supplied more degraded batches overall, but 
it also happened that the washing process was not effective. In one of the batches, the quality of the 
washing was significantly worse compared to the other batches, hence the variation in the visual 
assessment. In practice, this could have been caused by a change in factors of the washing technology, 
such as a change in conditions, chemicals, or abrasives [43]. 

It was not assumed that the type of collection system affects the visual assessment of the sample. 
Although producers working with material from mono-collection/DRS systems had higher-grade 
averages, no conclusions were made concerning recycling scheme. However, in the case of the Western 
market and specific countries in the Eastern market, the visual assessment was impaired, the assumption 
being that bottle-to-bottle recycling is employed for longer in some Western countries and additionally, 
higher amount of rPET content is used in bottles, resulting in increased degradation in this region. The 
higher proportion of rPET in bottles in some Western E U countries was also derived from the fact that, 
for example, there are initiatives in Germany (Petcycle) that promote a higher proportion of recycled 
PET in bottles [137]. However, furthermore, the necessary market analysis has not been carried out in 
this respect and therefore these assumptions should only be regarded as a conjecture. 
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In Eastern countries, it was generally common that there was only a slight deterioration of the grade due 
to degradation and the poorer rating was more likely due to the quality of the washing. Besides the 
results of the analysis, these trends were observed in everyday practice [43]. 

For the visual assessment, it should be noted that it was evaluated by the laboratory technicians by visual 
comparison with etalons. The problem is that comparison to etalons could sometimes be subjective and 
biased, especially when there was a significant difference in the amount of blue or barrier flakes in the 
sample being evaluated compared to the etalon. This could tend to distort visual perception. Generally, 
this method is rather non-reproducible and tentative, and it would be advisable to optimise this method. 

3.3.1.13 PET Trays 
Although 57% of the batches contained a maximum of 49 ppm of PET tray fragments, and a further 
19% ranged from 50 to 99 ppm, high occurrences were not uncommon. Between 100 and 199 ppm of 
PET trays were present in 9% of the batches, and contents of 200 to 499 ppm were measured in 6% of 
the batches. PET tray contents above 500 ppm were recorded in 9% of batches (5% contained more than 
2000 ppm). Thus, the results showed a great diversity among manufacturers. In Figure 28, more detailed 
information is provided. 

Producer Average [%] Min [%] Max [%] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 12±15 0 36 Yes E 
B 335±345 0 689 No W 
C 26±32 0 119 Yes E 
D 38±29 14 88 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 619±1638 0 7727 Yes/No E 
E 0±0 0 0 No E 
F 62±56 0 202 No E 
G 0±0 0 0 No E 
H _ C M 1906±2681 10 3801 Yes W 
I_CM 2383±1394 0 3984 No W 
K _ C M 2±5 0 15 Yes W 
L _ C M 0±0 0 1 No W 
M _ C M 123±118 0 281 Yes W 
N 512±330 80 1087 Yes E 
O 76±64 0 217 No E 
P 8±11 0 16 Yes E 
Q 2±3 0 5 No E 
R 62±49 19 116 No E 

Figure 28: The results of PET trays analysis. Source: own source. 

The content of PET trays is not officially regulated (see Figure 7 and [103]). However, based on the 
practice and literature (recall Chapter 2.4.1.2), high PET tray content is not desirable for processors. 
Additionally, based on practical experience, it is problematic to increase IV to the level required for PET 
bottles production once PET tray content is higher. As a result, 100 ppm of PET trays is an internal limit, 
but it is rather orientational than decisive (respectively, the limit is only deciding once the extremes 
occur [43]. Therefore, I_CM, H _ C M , D _ C M , N , and B producers could not be recommended due to the 
relatively high average content of PET trays. The producers with high averages typically showed huge 
variations between batches; the most noticeable variations were observed for the supplier D _ C M . 

While several batches from D _ C M contained few PET trays (below 100 ppm), several batches reached 
enormous extremes in the order of thousands of ppm. These fluctuations were already evident in the 
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previous indicators and, as with the previous ones, the existence of two plants was likely the cause. The 
plant with the typically lower volume of PET trays was processing material from a mono-collection/DRS 
system where the content of PET applications other than PET bottles should be minimised. It was likely 
that the plant had very high-quality separation technologies with either manual separation or machine 
vision sorters incorporated. These two quality steps are needed to remove PET trays, which are 
indistinguishable from PET bottles by NIR [42, 43]. In contrast, the second plant processed waste from 
the co-collection system, where logically a higher level of PET trays can be expected. Yet, this plant 
probably also missed manual or machine vision separation entirely (or at least has one but with 
insufficient efficiency). Thus, PET trays could go through the entire cycle to PET flakes without much 
difficulty. The significant fluctuations at the I_CM supplier were probably due to the same reasons. The 
material came from the co-collection and if there were more PET trays in the processed PET bottles and 
the manufacturer did not have the appropriate technology, most of the PET trays from the input 
infiltrated into the final batch. 

The producers K _ C M , P, A , D, C, R, and F showed very low and relatively stable levels. The low PET 
tray content was assumed to be likely due to a combination of two factors: the quality of the feedstock 
and the availability of sufficiently efficient separation technology for the other PET forms, which are 
manual separation and/or machine vision separators [42, 43]. 

It was assumed that the content of PET trays would not be related to the type of market; these 
assumptions were confirmed. However, a surprising thing was found concerning the collection scheme: 
high PET tray content was not expected for producers with mono-collection/DRS material; the opposite 
turned out to be true for H _ C M , N , and partly M _ C M . It was concluded PET trays may be collected 
with PET bottles; however, PET trays may also be added intentionally to increase the volume of recycled 
material. However, these assumptions were not compared to the reliable data or practice, thus are only 
a conjecture. Apart from these exceptions, the PET tray content of the rest producers with mono-
collection/DRS schemes was low and stable. Excluding producers with less than two batches supplied; 
producers with a mono-collection scheme occupied the rungs with the lowest PET tray contamination. 
Co-collection (when not considering one or two-batch suppliers), on the other hand, tended to show 
higher occurrences of PET trays as well as occurrence of fluctuations, most likely depending on the 
composition of the waste delivered. Eastern producers deviating from this trend perhaps had effective 
separation technologies (co-collection suppliers with low averages and deviations). Concerning 
producers treating waste from a mono-collection scheme, which contained more PET trays with higher 
fluctuations in final PET flakes, it was deduced that they either treated waste from such a scheme where 
other PET applications were sorted together with PET bottles or PET trays were added to separately 
selected PET bottles. In any case, it can be expected that these producers did not have effective 
separation technologies that could reduce the PET tray content in the input material. 

3.3.1.14 Opaque flake 
The opaque flake content was almost the same for all manufacturers, not exceeding 0.04%. The only 
producer found to have batches with a higher opaque flake content (5 batches with 0.05 to 0.09% opaque 
flakes) was D _ C M . It was considered that the higher content could be related to missing colour 
separators [51] in one of the production plants. However, based on practical experience, even this 
content is not significant [43]. Moreover, the opaque flake limit is neither an EFSA requirement (not 
mentioned in Figure 7) nor an internal requirement [103] - it is instead only an informative parameter. 

3.3.1.15 Limitations 
This analysis has yielded many interesting findings regarding the different qualities of each supplier, 
both regarding the market they operate in and the type of waste collection from which PET bottles were 
supplied to recyclers for reprocessing into flakes. However, it had its limitations, which should be 
mentioned. 
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Firstly, the QC analysis of input flakes from which these data were obtained was carried out on a sample 
of a negligible quantity compared to the total quantity of PET flakes in the batch [43]. Unfortunately, 
the flakes are very heterogeneous in general and, even if sampling was carried out at several heights of 
different big bags [43], the limited representativeness of this samples must be considered. For example, 
a sample may be taken with a large particle made of another polymer (e.g., PETG), causing 
a considerable increase in the content of other polymers, even though the volume of other polymers in 
the rest of the batch may be minimal. In this case, a control sample was taken [43], which provided some 
degree of correction by averaging with the previous results or, conversely, confirm the previous 
analyses. However, these remain indicative values. Still, this method is ideal from the point of view of 
the trade-off between obtaining information on the quality of the batch and time efficiency. 

Secondly, the entrance QC analysis was performed by more than one lab technician. Although 
parameters such as bulk density or moisture are relatively well reproducible, the assessment of some 
characteristics may initially be biased by lack of experience (e.g., recognition of P V C and other 
polymers). Some characteristics, such as visual assessment, then remained partly subjective even for 
trained workers. Thus, the results for some batches may be biased by the subjective perception of the 
lab technician. 

In terms of relating the characteristics to the type of market, it is also important to note that most Western 
market processors had the abbreviation C M added to the initial letter (e.g., M _ C M ) . In other words, 
most batches from the Western producers were delivered as consumer material (see Chapter 3.1 for more 
details). It is possible that the manufacturer was handling lower-quality batches in this way, which could 
have biased the deductions regarding the market. Still, although these methods introduce some 
limitations and a degree of uncertainty, they have been able to provide a range of information on more 
than 150 batches. 

3.3.1.16 Conclusion of entrance QC analysis 
The most important findings concerning the initial QC analysis are the results of the P V C and other 
contaminants analyses. Although most suppliers had no problems with PVC content, 16% of the batches 
exceeded the 50-ppm limit [103]. Despite the problems associated with PVC in PET have long been 
discussed and well described [5, 6, 29, 72], there are still batches with higher levels in almost one-fifth 
of the cases in our analysis. Other polymers were the most meaningful result of the analysis. Regarding 
the optimum for preventing damage to the technology (the 75-ppm limit for other polymers [103]), only 
two suppliers met this limit on average. In particular, 54% of the batches contained more than 75 ppm 
of other polymers. As already mentioned, other polymers are not subject to mandatory analysis or EFSA 
limits - only PA, PVC, and polyolefins are examined (refer to Figure 7 and [133]). However, as 
confirmed by practice [43] and literature (see Chapters 2.4.1.4, 2.4.1.5, and 2.4.2), other polymers can 
pose an equally serious risk to product quality and machine functionality. And as could be seen, there is 
indeed a problem with the content of other polymers across manufacturers. Besides, based on market 
trends in the content of other polymers and PVC, it was deduced that it is necessary to engage both 
manual (or machine vision) and automatic contaminant separation for these types of contamination. 

Other parameters, such as PA, other contaminants, etc., were not as important, did not show any 
problem, and mostly no essential conclusion was drawn from them for either the collection type or the 
market. 

It is worth noting that there are suppliers who have a problem with the separation of dark-coloured 
flakes. Furthermore, high degradation was observed during the visual evaluation of Western suppliers. 
Regarding the PET trays, there was surprising content in some batches from suppliers who process 
material from DRS or mono-collection systems. 
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For clarity, a table (Figure 29) was created for each supplier showing whether the QC analysis 
parameters were met. Green ticks stand for the parameters where the supplier's average was below the 
limit. Red crosses mean the average had a value above the limit. A yellow dash indicates that the 
parameter has not been exceeded on average, but that there have been other discrepancies for which the 
parameter could not be considered as clearly fulfilled. Typically, these were fluctuations; in the case of 
visual assessment, there were signs of degradation or poor washing. As a result, a count was made for 
each of these marks, and from their frequencies (and parameter importance), suitable and unsuitable 
suppliers were determined. 

The cooperation with supplier E is recommended if possible. In that case, all parameters were met. 
However, only one batch from supplier E was available, and these results would need to be verified by 
multiple deliveries. The stable supplier O was the best performer that (on average) did not exceed any 
of the limits. Supplier D, could also be recommended, but care should be taken with moisture content 
(typically higher) and bulk density, which both fluctuated. Suppliers A and F are also recommended, 
but in their case, higher contents of other polymers should be anticipated. 

In contrast, the C M suppliers (except L _ C M ) were problematic and did not meet several parameters, 
confirming the hypothesis of poorer quality in this type of supply compared to other batches. Also, 
suppliers R, B, and C could not be recommended due to several non-compliant parameters. 

A case worth noting is supplier D _ C M . This supplier delivered PET flakes produced in two countries. 
As a result, two phenomena are seen in the batches supplied. While some batches did not cross the limits, 
others showed substandard quality and even extremes. It was assumed that the inconsistency in these 
supplies is due to the difference in the technology employed in two existing plants. Thus, the 
recommendation is not to discontinue buying from this supplier, but rather to request supplies only from 
the plant that does not have quality problems. 

For suppliers with average quality who have not been recommended or not recommended above, the 
processor should be guided by which parameters the PET flakes producer did not meet. For example, if 
there was a non-conformity for parameters such as PET tray content, it is not nearly as serious as a non
conformity with P V C content. 
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Producer PVC OP PA o c M C PET Dust BD FwA BF DCF LCF LB VE PET trays X 
A X v / «s X s/ s/ s/ s/ s/ 11 2 1 

B X X s/ X s/ X s/ X s/ s/ X s/ X 6 7 1 

C — X s/ X s/ X s/ s/ s/ — — 6 3 5 

D s/ \S s/ X X \S — s/ s/ 11 2 1 

D_CM \S X s/ s/ s/ — — s/ X 7 2 5 
E s/ s/ s/ v / s/ v / s/ s/ s/ v / 13 0 1 

F s/ X s/ s/ — s/ s/ •V s/ s/ s/ — 11 1 2 

G X X \S s/ «s s/ s/ s/ s/ 10 2 2 

H_CM X X s/ X s/ X s/ s/ s/ s/ s/ X 7 5 2 

l_CM X X s/ s/ s/ X s/ s/ X X s/ X X 6 7 1 

K_CM X X s/ s/ s/ s/ s/ X s/ — — 7 3 4 

L_CM v ' X X s/ >/ s/ s/ X s/ 9 3 2 

M_CM X X s/ s/ s/ X X X X 6 6 2 

N v / X s/ s/ X s/ s/ s/ •y s/ s/ X X 9 4 1 

O s/ s/ s/ s/ s/ •v s/ s/ s/ — 12 0 2 

P s/ X s/ s/ X X s/ s/ s/ s/ s/ 9 3 2 

Q X s/ s/ X s/ s/ s/ s/ s/ s/ 10 2 2 

R X X s/ s/ X s/ s/ X s/ s/ — — 7 4 3 

Figure 29: Suppliers evaluation. The abbreviations stand for: OP — other polymers, OC — other contaminants, MC — moisture content, BD — bulk density, FwA — flakes with 
adhesives, BF — barrier flakes, DCF — dark-coloured flakes, LCF — light-coloured flakes, LB — light blue flakes, VE — visual evaluation. Source: own source. 
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3.3.2 Spectrophotometry (L*, a*, b*) 
3.3.2.1 L* parameter 
The L * value for flakes was 64.04 on average. 25% of batches had an L * value lower than 62.99. 
A slightly higher number of batches (32%) ranged from 63.00 to 64.99. A value higher than 65.00 was 
measured in the case of 43% of samples. The lowest measured value was 52.71; the highest was 70.47. 
Thus, a wide range of results was observed. See Figure 30. 

Producer Average [-] Min [-] Max [-] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 66.77±0.93 65.73 67.90 Yes E 
B 67.05±3.01 63.75 69.63 No W 
C 64.61±1.39 61.22 66.31 Yes E 
D 66.85±2.18 65.02 70.00 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 63.71±2.70 58.50 68.56 Yes/No E 
E 69.30±0.00 69.30 69.30 No E 
F 67.43±1.46 64.77 70.47 No E 
G 67.57±0.00 67.57 67.57 No E 
H _ C M 61.27±1.92 59.91 62.63 Yes W 
I_CM 58.62±1.30 57.27 60.20 No W 
K _ C M 53 .90 t l . i l 52.80 55.44 Yes W 
L _ C M 53.04±0.45 52.71 53.36 No W 
M _ C M 64.86±1.10 62.93 65.54 Yes W 
N 57.74±1.42 55.55 59.12 Yes E 
O 64.38±1.08 61.34 66.82 No E 
P 67.89±2.67 66.00 69.78 Yes E 

Q 68.19±0.58 67.78 68.60 No E 
R 68.06±1.37 67.02 69.97 No E 

Figure 30: The results for L* parameter. Source: own source. 

In general, the higher the L * value of the regranulate, the better [43]. Thus, it is advisable to process 
material that itself has the highest L * parameter. The reason is that a decrease in L * parameter means 
a shifting of colour towards grey, which is typical for degraded flakes [75]. A higher L * parameter 
should ensure a lower degree of degradation and consequently, the nicer colour of final rPET pellets 
[43, 75]. No spectrophotometric limits are set by EFSA (control as per Figure 7) or internal limits [103]. 
Based on the practical observations, it was considered that flakes of above-average quality should 
achieve a value of at least 65.00. Results higher than this value were measured in 43% of batches. 

As a result, suppliers with higher L * averages and stable colour should be preferred, such as R, F, and 
A. Suppliers B and D also had higher average L * but with more significant fluctuations. Suppliers E, Q, 
P, and G seemed promising in terms of colour, but there were not enough batches (i.e., less than three) 
to provide more reliable conclusions. Importantly, there were suppliers that never reached an L * value 
lower than 65.00 (E, Q, R, G, P, A , and D). In contrast, there were suppliers with a low average L * 
( L _ C M , K _ C M , I_CM, N , and H_CM) that never managed to reach the 65.00 threshold. These batches 
were likely very degraded and thus not much recommended for producing rPET pellets of brighter 
colour. 

Flakes from the co-collection system proved to have a higher L * value. Nevertheless, it is important that 
this conclusion could be biased due to four producers with less than two batches. Correlation with the 
market was more significant. Eastern producers tended to achieve higher L * values, whereas lower 
values were typical for Western producers. Again, this is likely related to previously discussed 
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assumption concerning PET recycling history and differences in rPET content used in PET bottles in 
different regions (see Chapter 3.3.1.12). However, this explanation was not further verified by reliable 
data. 

Theoretically, a variable related to the degree of degradation was found. This relation is displayed in 
Figure 31, where increasing degradation is observable together with decreasing L * value. Neither a* nor 
b* seem to show such a relation to degradation. Thus, the L * parameter could be considered an 
appropriate indicator of degradation; more accurate and reproducible than currently used visual 
evaluation. In addition, greying caused by degradation that translates in decreasing L * value has been 
already observed in scientific literature [75]. Creation of a table with ranges of L * values corresponding 
to the individual grades for degradation evaluation or to directly use measured L * values to describe the 
degradation is therefore proposed. Correlation analysis will be performed in the following chapter to 
support or deny these recommendations. 
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Figure 31: Colour parameters for differently degraded PET flakes. Source: own source. 

3.3.2.2 a* parameter 
In 34% of batches, a* value higher than -1.49 was observed. Additionally, 29% of batches had a* value 
between -1.50 and -1.99. Interval -2.00 to -2.99 contained 25% of batches. A value of a* less than -2.99 
was measured in 12% of batches. That means batches were rather green-coloured than red-coloured, but 
not significantly (refer to Figure 14 for graphical display of a* axis). For more detailed information on 
results, see Figure 32. 
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Producer Average [-] Min [-] Max [-] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A -1.78±0.32 -2.20 -1.33 Yes E 
B -1.95±1.58 -3.50 -0.33 No W 
C -1.80±0.79 -3.67 -1.19 Yes E 
D -1.40±0.43 -1.71 -0.79 Yes/No E 
D _ C M -1.89±0.52 -3.11 -1.19 Yes/No E 
E -0.56±0.00 -0.56 -0.56 No E 
F -1.76±0.17 -2.05 -1.50 No E 
G -1.16±0.00 -1.16 -1.16 No E 
H _ C M -2.07±0.04 -2.09 -2.04 Yes W 
I_CM -4.09±0.13 -4.23 -3.89 No W 
K _ C M -2.67±0.30 -3.02 -2.36 Yes W 
L _ C M -3.18±0.30 -3.40 -2.97 No W 
M _ C M -3.60±0.76 -4.57 -2.63 Yes W 
N -3.30±0.77 -4.79 -2.76 Yes E 
O -1.64±0.38 -2.47 -1.15 No E 
P -1.56±0.00 -1.56 -1.56 Yes E 

Q -1.23±0.01 -1.24 -1.22 No E 
R -1.62±0.15 -1.76 -1.50 No E 

Figure 32: The results for a* parameter. Source: own source. 

No internal [103] or EFSA (see Figure 7) limit exists for a* parameter. Based on practice, flakes with 
a* value close to zero should be preferred [43]. The lowest values (thus those most distant from 0) were 
observed in suppliers I_CM, M _ C M , N , L _ C M , and K _ C M . Still, this material is process able in terms 
of a*. Batches with high a* and low fluctuations were from producers D, R, O, F, A , and C. Additionally, 
E, G, Q, and P supplied batches with high a* value, but due to a small number of supplied batches, it is 
hard to predict the stability of this parameter. 

As well as in the case of L * , no general trend could be applied in relation to the collection scheme, but 
there was a clear pattern in the type of market. Western producers tended to produce batches with low 
a*, thus more green material. Eastern producers, on the other hand, provided batches with higher a*, 
closer to zero. This can be related to the degradation; nevertheless, this pattern was also observed in 
light blue flakes content. This relation will be further elaborated in Chapter 3.3.5. 

3.3.2.3 b* parameter 
A wide range was measured for b*: results varied from around -5.00 to 3.00. The lowest values, i.e., 
values below -2.00; were measured in 7% of the batches. From -1.99 to -0.50 there were 14%; and from 
-0.49 to -0.01; 13% of the batches were measured. The range of 0.00 to 0.49 was measured in 21% of 
the batches. The interval of 0.50 to 1.99 was the largest one with 35% of batches. A b* value greater 
than 2.00 was found in 10% of the batches. Further details are displayed in Figure 33. 
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Producer Average [-] Min [-] Max [-] DRS/Mono-collection EU market 
A 1.25±0.34 0.84 1.88 Yes E 
B -0.38±2.02 -1.79 1.94 No W 
C 1.99±1.45 -1.68 3.14 Yes E 
D 0.96±0.47 0.72 1.66 Yes/No E 
D _ C M 0.64±1.26 -2.74 3.14 Yes/No E 
E -0.66±0.00 -0.66 -0.66 No E 
F 1.60±0.75 0.24 3.27 No E 
G 1.74±0.00 1.74 1.74 No E 
H _ C M 0.03±0.04 0.00 0.06 Yes W 
I_CM -3.31±0.77 -4.00 -2.10 No W 
K _ C M 0.19±0.34 -0.09 0.66 Yes W 
L _ C M -0.03±0.14 -0.12 0.07 No W 
M _ C M -2.8fttl.85 -5.46 -0.80 Yes W 
N -0.47±1.23 -2.67 1.10 Yes E 
O 0.04±0.51 -1.23 1.16 No E 
P 0.96±0.45 0.63 1.28 Yes E 

Q 2.90±0.12 2.81 2.98 No E 
R 1.48±0.12 1.31 1.59 No E 

Figure 33: The results for parameter b*. Source: own source. 

I_CM and L _ C M producers had the lowest average b* values. For the producers with low b*, the shade 
of flakes should be rather blue. In contrast, the highest values were found by supplier Q (but only on 
average; individual batches for producers F, C, and D _ C M exceeded this average). Flakes with a high 
b* should be yellowish rather than bluish (refer to Figure 14 for graphical display of b* axis). 

No internal [103] or EFSA (see Figure 7) limit exists for the b* parameter. Based on practice, a key 
factor is stability. It is preferable if the supplier's production is stable, also due to changes in additive 
dosage [43]. When not considering suppliers with two or fewer deliveries, R, A , K _ C M , D, and O can 
be considered stable. Opposed to that, large fluctuations in the rest of producers were not the exception. 
The instability was typical for suppliers B, M _ C M , C, D _ C M , and N . 

No association with collection systems was observed, but there was a dependence on the type of market. 
While the Eastern market had higher average of the parameter b*, i.e., in the positive values (with 
exceptions for producers N and E), flakes from the Western market tended to be situated around zero to 
lower negative numbers. It is assumed that both degradation and light blue flake content are reflected in 
the b* parameter, which was generally higher for more degraded flakes than for less degraded ones. This 
assumption will be tested by correlation analysis in Chapter 3.3.5. 

3.3.2.4 Conclusion ofspectrophotometry analyses 
The most important parameter for spectrophotometric measurements was chosen to be L * , which 
seemed to describe the degradation of the sample: the higher the L * , the lower the degradation. This was 
in accordance with previous research [75] and additionally, supported the hypothesis of higher sample 
degradation for suppliers from the Western E U market. The L * parameter has been proposed as a method 
for assessing degradation. 

Parameters a* and b* did not show clear trends or problems with significant extremes in suppliers. 
However, they will be subjected to correlation analysis from which the possibility of using these 
parameters to improve existing methods will be assessed. Finally, although an effort was done to 
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evaluate suitable producers for each colour parameter, no supplier was unrecommended based on the 
spectrophotometric results. 

3.3.3 Intrinsic viscosity 
The first purpose of the IV analysis was to evaluate the E U PET flake market based on IV values. Only 
manufacturers with two or more batches will be included in the comparison5. According to the results, 
the IV averages ranged between 0.68 and 0.79. Of these, two producers were below 0.72; five producers 
showed values between 0.73 and 0.74. Seven producers fell in the interval of 0.75 to 0.77. Two 
producers reached an IV value of 0.78 or more. See Figure 34 for all averaged results. 

Producer IV fdl-g1] 
A 0.77±0.01 
B 0.72±0.00 
C 0.76±0.01 
D 0.75±0.01 
D _ C M 0.73±0.01 
F 0.78±0.04 
H _ C M 0.75±0.00 
I_CM 0.73±0.01 
K _ C M 0.73±0.01 
L _ C M 0.73±0.01 
M _ C M 0.73±0.01 
N 0.75±0.02 
O 0.75±0.01 
P 0.77±0.00 

Q 0.68±0.01 
R 0.79±0.02 

Figure 34: The results of IV analysis. Source: own source. 

Producers R, F, and P supplied PET flakes with the highest IV. In contrast, the lowest IV was measured 
for K _ C M , Q, and B. The lower the IV of the input material, the more challenging it is to raise it to the 
desired value [43]. IV-related limit is not given by EFSA (Figure 7) or internal limits [103]. Based on 
practical experience, the processor was advised to source flakes from manufacturers, ideally with an 
average IV of 0.75 and higher (even though some literature sources claim 0.70 to be the minimal limit 
[6]). IV value distinguishes between undegraded and degraded flakes. Generally, a lower IV value 
means higher degradation [3, 72, 74]. This causes problems from a certain level onward. The IV value 
of flakes is only affected by the input material, no other factor [43]. 

No correlation between collection systems was expected or observed. However, as in the case of colour 
analysis, there was a relatively clear distinction between the Western and Eastern market. The Eastern 
market with a higher average IV seems to process less degraded bottles. As was assumed in Chapter 
3.3.1.12, this could support the conjecture of longer recycling history and higher shares of rPET in 
bottles in Western market. The only surprising result was the average IV for producer Q. This producer 
should have a lower degradation level and therefore higher IV on average because it was situated in the 

5 The reasons for excluding manufacturers with one batch supplied are: (1) there was not enough material in one 
batch for repeated measurements and therefore a measurement error could not be captured, and (2) any IV variation 
between deliveries could not be inferred from one batch. In conclusion, these results were not provided because 
they could have biased the discussion of the results. 
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Eastern market. However, this supplier represents the producer with the lowest IV. This is most likely 
caused by measurement error. 

The second purpose of the IV measurement was to develop a new method for measuring this parameter. 
Currently, a method often used to measure IV of polymers is dilute solution viscosity [138]. This method 
was considered relatively laborious, to use hazardous chemicals, and in the case of heterogeneous 
recycled PET flakes batches, also as highly unrepresentative [43]. It was hypothesized that the use of 
a plastometer could eliminate these negatives. 

The very first challenge, however, was that only fragments of PET bottlenecks had to be collected for 
measurement in the plastometer (see Chapter 3.2.3). Thus, the method may partially lose its sensitivity 
and accuracy and serve more as comparative information. Moreover, picking these fragments is very 
time-consuming (up to half an hour of preparation per measurement). Secondly, after drying, the transfer 
of the sample to the plastometer needed to be as fast as possible. However, if an obstruction occurred 
(e.g., clogging of the funnel with bottle fragments), it delayed sample dispensing, and the PET began to 
incorporate moisture. As a result, the final IV value was biased (reduced). Again, this represented a big 
issue for the accuracy of the results, but also for the reproducibility. 

Our results, although consistent with the trends observed for the rest of the measured parameters, cannot 
be considered with certainty to be accurate. Nor is it appropriate to choose this method in practice 
precisely because of the mentioned problems, such as measuring only PET bottleneck fragments, time 
demanding procedure, or difficulties with sample transfer into a measuring device. Nevertheless, this 
method would deserve further development because of the advantages it can bring (especially the 
elimination of chemicals). For example, it was proposed to compress the sample flakes into cylinders 
(as is mentioned by the standard [130]) that perhaps could be easier to handle and transfer to the chamber 
of the plastometer. Compressing the flakes into cylinders could also save time with the picking of PET 
bottleneck fragments. Compared to dilute solution viscosity, the change of the method could also save 
time and effort. Thus, this method deserves further research to develop an appropriate method for 
recycled PET flake IV measurements. 

3.3.4 Other polymers and other contaminants 
3.3.4.1 Trends found in plastic contamination 
First, the most frequently encountered groups of contaminants were identified. The most common 
contaminants were transparent clear or slightly yellowish to orange PETG and PS or high impact 
polystyrene (HIPS) pieces. This type of contaminant was present in 131 batches out of 158, i.e., 83% of 
the batches. No other group of plastic contaminants was as prevalent. This finding is important. First, 
this group was more frequent than any group of PVC; thus, PETG and possibly PS or HIPS are the most 
frequent contaminants. If PS and HIPS fragments were prevalent in some samples, it is assumed that 
these contaminants could be possibly eliminated by increasing the sensitivity of the NIR separation 
equipment [110]. However, if it was predominantly PETG, this represents a problem as separation of 
PETG is difficult [44]. The second most frequent group of contaminants was a group containing 
darkened P V C labels. These were present in 91 batches, i.e., 58% of the batches. Thus, PVC 
contamination is still a problem. 

No other group of plastic contaminants was as significant as the PETG/PS/HIPS or blackened PVC 
labels above. But several other frequently occurring groups were observed. These were the groups 
containing: 

• another type of PVC labels with different discolouration (27% of batches), 
• residuals of PP labels (25% of batches), 
• poly olefin particles (23% of batches), 
• PETG with incorporated inks and pigments (23% of batches), 
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• black contaminants with gloss, in particular PS and HIPS (19% of batches), 
• PETG labels (20% of batches); see Figure 35. 

It is important to note that five out of the seven most frequently occurring groups were thought to come 
from PET bottle components (blue bars in Figure 35). The other two groups (the most frequent 
consisting of PETG, PS, and HIPS, and the less frequent consisting of only PS and HIPS) may have 
come in part from poorly sorted material [100, 112] (hence shown as violet bars in Figure 35). However, 
they were also considered to be partly from bottle components - either the bottles themselves or the 
labels [89,101,108]. As a result, the most common contamination was evaluated to come predominantly 
from bottle components. Poorly sorted material was identified as a minor source compared to bottle 
components. This means that the introduction of a DRS or mono-collection system is not the way to 
reduce plastic contamination. In contrast, a change in bottle design is necessary. 
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Figure 35: The most frequent groups of other contaminants (purple: origin in both bottle components and faulty-
sorted material; blue: origin mainly or only in bottle components). Source: own source. 

A result worth pointing out is that although polyolefins were present in a substantial part of the supply, 
they were not nearly as significant contaminants as, for example, PETG or PS, or HIPS. This is 
a substantial finding given that the standard E N 15348:2014 only describes the content of polyolefins, 
not the more frequent other plastic contaminants [133]. 

For non-plastic (other) contaminants, the frequency of occurrence per group was no higher than 9% of 
batches. Wood (9% of batches), rubber (8% of batches), and aluminium can residue (6% of batches) 
were the most frequently found extraneous contaminants. 

Suppliers with the most heterogeneous batches in terms of groups (i.e., with the highest number of 
groups) were examined. Heterogeneity was observed in batches from supplier O, which contained up to 
16 groups in one batch. This phenomenon was attributed to the co-collection system. It should be noted, 
however, that supplier O did not have problems complying with limits for other contaminants and other 
polymers, and thus probably contained several dissimilar contaminants with low mass. Other producers 
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were also heterogeneous concerning groups, including these processing materials from mono-collection 
or DRS collections. Additionally, supplier O contained some contaminants that have only been found 
in its batches. Of the plastics, it was group 58 with strange pieces resembling pebbles, see Figure 36. 
The polymer type was not identified, as it was not possible to examine this group on FTIR-ATR due to 
an irregular surface. Regarding other contaminants, various metal residues and stones were typical for 
producer O. 

Figure 36: Contaminant group 58. Source: own source. 

In terms of contamination by other plastics, there were generally groups that originated from bottles and 
were therefore expected in all types of collection systems (refer to Figure 35). Groups that could be 
attributed mainly to faulty sorting were logically expected to be more common in co-collection material. 
Contrary to expectations, however, the occurrence of such materials was also observed in flakes from 
the mono-collection/DRS system: not sporadically but even comparably to the flakes from the co-
collection system. Considering how such extraneous and non-bottle-component plastics, especially in 
flakes from the DRS system, can occur at all is a topic for a broader discussion. Most importantly, our 
findings refute the argument that DRS/mono-collection solves the problem of contamination by other 
plastics. Contamination can also be introduced into the systems where PET bottles are collected 
separately, so based on these findings, preventing contamination was assessed a misguided argument in 
discussions about the introduction of mono-collection and DRS systems. 

3.3.4.2 Evaluation of contaminant sorting QC analysis based on FTIR-ATR results 
Apart from FTIR-ATR analysis of unidentified samples (see Chapter 3.3.4.3), few particles that were 
assessed to some existing groups were also subjected to measurements. The aim was to evaluate the 
current grouping. This grouping was used for analysis in this thesis and is used as a guide for 
contaminant recognition for lab technicians [43]. The 18 most frequent groups were evaluated in this 
analysis. 

In 7 groups, there was no difference in the original composition of groups and measured results. In one 
group, a new type of plastic was determined but as this type of plastic was close in composition to the 
original polymer composition of a group (for example, S A N - styrene acrylonitrile in a group of styrenic 
plastics), this was not considered a discrepancy. 
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Nevertheless, in 10 inspected groups, the unexpected polymer was found such as PS in a group 
containing PETG or polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) in a group containing PS. Still, these findings do 
not represent a problem for regular laboratory operations since polymers discovered in 7 groups are still 
considered "other polymers" in the entrance QC analysis. In conventional analysis, polymers other than 
P V C and PA are not distinguished from each other, thus the results remain the same. The problem was 
found in 3 groups containing PVC and P A even though their presence was not expected in the groups. 
This could lead to mistaking one plastic for another and consequently, incorrect QC analysis results. 
The discrepancies in 10 groups also showed that the sorting of contaminants in this thesis can be partly 
biased. Still, the results of the sorting were used mainly to determine the general trends in contamination. 
Thus, no details were used for the analysis, and most likely, these observations were not burdened by 
mistaking the types of polymers. 

An updated document with contaminant grouping was made to make the sorting more correct in the 
future. The reason the original contaminant grouping differed from the new one can be explained by the 
origin of the samples. Whereas in the previous paper, contaminant samples from only one producer were 
evaluated [104], this time, samples from different suppliers were identified. 

An ideal option would be to conduct a detailed FTIR-ATR analysis of contamination in future research. 
Still, it is important to acknowledge that there will always be discrepancies in the results, not only due 
to the resemblance in some polymeric spectra and visual characteristics of polymer particles but also 
due to the diversity of plastic products and components that can infiltrate PET flakes. The question 
therefore remains whether it would be more appropriate to use research capacity in other areas of 
recycled PET flake quality. 

3.3.4.3 New types of contaminants determined by FTIR-ATR 
During sorting the contaminants into groups, several particles were not possible to assign to the existing 
groups. These were subjected to FTIR-ATR analysis, and they were identified based on the match with 
spectra from OPUS libraries. 

Polypropylene and ethylene-propylene-diene monomer (PP+EPDM) 

PP+EPDM material is a result of combining PP with ethylene-propylene-diene monomer (EPDM) 
rubber. The material can come with various properties due to the possibility of modifications in the 
manufacturing process. It is used in a variety of applications, such as automotive, toys, packaging, or 
household and construction products and materials [139]. This hybrid material (see Figure 37) was found 
in a batch that came from co-collection sorting, so the origin from faulty sorting was presumed. Based 
on information about NIR in Chapter 2.2.2.3, it was concluded that PP+EPDM should be easy to separate 
once producers can use NIR sorters and a device is prepared for the occurrence of PP+EPDM. Still, this 
rubber-thermoplastic composite was found only in one sample and a more significant occurrence was 
not considered to be likely. 
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Figure 37: PP+EPDM contaminant particle and its spectra. Source: own source. 

Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 

P M M A is a material known to be used in applications where inorganic glass needs to be substituted 
[140]. In the original grouping, this polymer was expected but it was not found among the analysed 
particles [104]. In this analysis, two particles were identified as P M M A (see Figure 38). Both particles 
were found in material from the co-mingled collection. The separation of P M M A should not be 
a problem with a properly adjusted NIR device [110]. 
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Figure 38: An example ofPMMA spectra with particles identified as PMMA. Source: own source. 

Polyurethane (PU) 

P U is claimed to be a very universal material with a range of applications. For consumers, a known 
application is PU foam, but this plastic can be rigid and elastic as well. For PET bottles, the usage of PU 
as an adhesive is also important [141]. Two particles containing PU were found in the FTIR-ATR 
analysis. The first one was PET probably with a layer of PU adhesive, yielding combined polyester and 
P U spectrum. The second particle was a rubber-like piece of PU (see Figure 39). Based on information 
about NIR in Chapter 2.2.2.3, it was assumed that sorting of particles made only of P U should be 
performed effectively with NIR systems. Nevertheless, the problem could arise once PU is in a form of 
a layer on PET bottle flake. The problem is quite the same as for PET flakes with the P A layer [94]. 
Both particles containing PU were found in batches produced from co-mingled sorted material. 
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Figure 39: PUparticle and its spectrum. Source: own source. 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

PDMS or silicone is a rather inert, non-toxic material and as such, it is used in special applications like 
coatings, medicine, or automotive [142]. It can be also used as an additive, especially as a release agent 
[143]. The measured particle was matt, opaque, and very brittle (see Figure 40). PDMS occurrence in 
PET flakes was not expected; moreover, it was found in a batch that produced bottles from DRS/mono-
collection system. Based on information about NIR in Chapter 2.2.2.3, it is expected that PDMS 
separation based on NIR spectra should not be problematic, except for black particles such as the one 
found in this analysis. It would be useful to examine the topic further to determine the source of PDMS 
contamination. 
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Figure 40: PDMS particle and its spectrum. Source: own source. 

3.3.5 Correlation analysis 
During the discussion so far, several hypotheses about the relationship between the parameters have 
emerged. A large dataset was used to analyse the correlation between the pairs of variables. This analysis 
was performed between all possible pairs of variables measured in the input QC analysis. Subsequently, 
these parameters were also correlated with the L * , a*, and b* parameters, where only those batches that 
could be spectrophotometrically measured were included. Still, only the ones where the correlation was 
hypothesised will be discussed. No data cleansing was performed before the correlation analysis. 

3.3.5.1 Contaminant correlation 
For contaminants, the link to the sorting technology of the manufacturer was often mentioned. 
Hypothetically, this dependence should be reflected by a correlation between PVC, other polymer 
contaminants, other contaminants, PA, and PET trays. Correlation with PET trays could be expected, 
especially with other polymers and other contaminants where the employment of manual separation is 
considered to play a significant role. However, P A is specific - in fact, the PA layer must be peeled off 
from the barrier flakes, which will possibly affect the P A content [43]. This variable should probably 
not be correlated with others. The results are shown in Figure 41. 

PVC Other polymers Other contaminants PA PET trays 
PVC X 0.524 0.301 -0.019 0.163 
Other polymers 0.524 X 0.198 0.140 0.247 
Other contaminants 0.301 0.198 X 0.070 0.172 
PA -0.019 0.140 0.070 X 0.218 
PET trays 0.163 0.247 0.172 0.218 X 

Figure 41: Pearson coefficients obtained in contamination correlation analysis. Source: own source. 
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Based on the results, a correlation between PVC, other polymers, and other contaminants was found. 
P V C and other polymers yielded the highest correlation coefficient. For other contaminants, the origin 
and separation may be more complex (e.g., completely different separators for aluminium and metals 
[54, 55]). This fact could explain the lower correlation. Low Pearson coefficient values for P A were not 
surprising. A higher correlation with residual contaminant particles was expected for PET trays, but it 
is evident that the content of PET trays is also influenced by other factors. 

3.3.5.2 Light blue flakes 
The light blue flakes were assumed to be related to the visual evaluation, where light blue flakes could 
be added intentionally to reduce the need for additives. It was also believed that light blue flakes were 
related to other coloured flakes. Additionally, there could be a link between the light blue flakes and the 
barrier flakes, possibly to suppress the yellowing of the recyclate due to the thermal degradation of the 
barrier compounds (for origin of these hypotheses, refer to Chapter 3.3.1.11). See the results of the 
correlation in Figure 42. 

Visual evaluation Light flakes Dark flakes Barrier flakes 
Light blue flakes 0.380 0.316 0.001 0.406 

Figure 42: Light blue flakes correlated to selected variables. Source: own source. 

An intended addition of light blue flakes due to the visual evaluation seemed to be possible, at least in 
some batches. The Pearson coefficient between light blue and visual evaluation could be skewed as the 
quality of washing is also evaluated in visual evaluation but should not be a reason for higher light blue 
flakes content. Also, there was a high correlation with barrier flakes. 

Correlation analysis between light blue flakes, light-coloured flakes, and dark-coloured flakes yielded 
different results. Light blue and light flakes showed a certain degree of correlation; probably due to 
turquoise flakes that may penetrate together with light blue flakes but cannot be considered as light blue 
[43]. The same phenomenon for dark blue flakes was expected, but it seems that dark blue flakes are 
separated with a high degree of precaution as they have a much greater impact on the final colour [43]. 

3.3.5.3 Barrier flakes 
First, barrier flakes were expected to correlate with PA based on the assumption that the more flakes 
with a barrier, the greater the chance of PA layer detachment. The next aim was to determine if the 
content of barrier flakes affects the visual evaluation performed during QC analysis. The washing quality 
that is evaluated in the visual inspection is only detectable after the flakes are heated and it is 
characterized by the yellowing of the flakes [43]. However, this is a yellowing of poorly washed 
chemicals which has nothing to do with the barrier layer on the barrier flakes. Nevertheless, there is a 
risk of distortion of visual perception, especially in batches with elevated levels of barrier flakes. 

The Pearson coefficient between barrier flakes and PA was 0.238. Although this value is not negligible, 
a significantly higher value of the correlation coefficient was expected. It seems that the direct 
correlation between the quantity of barrier bottles and the P A content is not always relevant - mainly 
because the peeling off the barrier layer is probably further influenced by the intensity of abrasion in the 
washing process [43], but also perhaps by the design and manufacturing technology of the barrier bottles 
themselves. In addition, residual PA from other applications is evaluated as the PA content but is not 
related to the barrier flakes. 

The Pearson coefficient between barrier flakes and visual evaluation was 0.447. This coefficient is 
considerable. Even though hypothetically, higher content of barrier flakes could be typical for degraded 
and poorly washed flakes, the possibility of biasing visual evaluation is also possible. This could pose 
a problem in the visual evaluation. Therefore, the evaluation of the washing quality by the laboratory 
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staff should be revised and if an irregularity is found, the method should be modified to avoid bias due 
to barrier flakes. 

3.3.5.4 Colour parameters and visual evaluation 
Value L * showed to yield the highest Pearson coefficient in the correlation analysis (see Figure 43). 
This supports our proposal to change the method of degradation evaluation for PET flakes, described 
above and in Chapter 3.2.1.3. The finding is also consistent with previous research [75]. It is important 
to consider, that visual evaluation is an average of degradation and quality of washing. Once only 
degradation would be considered, it is possible to believe that the correlation would be much higher. 

L * a* b* 
Visual evaluation -0.544 -0.408 -0.066 

Figure 43: Pearson coefficient values between colour parameters and visual evaluation. Source: own source. 

3.3.5.5 Colour parameters and barrier flakes 
b* parameter was presumed to yield the highest Pearson coefficient and as such should be the most 
related to barrier flakes. This hypothesis was already examined and generally confirmed by research, 
that determined the presence of a barrier layer in a bottle based on b* [5]. However, the a* and L * 
parameters had higher Pearson coefficients (see Figure 44). The analysis of the mentioned study took 
place on individual bottles; in the case of this thesis, a heterogeneous sample of flakes from many bottles 
was measured, possibly containing different coloured flakes, contaminants, and light blue flakes that 
can largely influence the b* parameter [5]. 

L* a* b* 
Barrier flakes -0.496 -0.506 -0.224 

Figure 44: Pearson coefficients between barrier flakes and colour parameters. Source: own source. 

L * and a* approximation to barrier flakes content should be done with caution. The existing method of 
evaluation of the barrier flakes was evaluated to be sufficient, and the result of the spectrophotometric 
analysis to be rather indicative information. 

3.3.5.6 Colour parameters and light blue flakes 
It was hypothesized that light blue flakes would be most highly correlated with the parameter b*, as this 
corresponds to the axis between blue and yellow (see Figure 14). Although these two variables showed 
a correlation, the a* parameter yielded a significantly higher correlation with light blue flakes (see Figure 
45). 

L * a* b* 
Light blue flakes -0.505 -0.87 -0.742 

Figure 45: Correlation between light blue flakes and colour parameters. Source: own source. 

This difference was surprising and therefore it was decided to inspect the results visually by comparing 
the batches with different light blue flakes content. Indeed, the a* parameter appeared to decrease with 
increasing light blue flake content, while the b* parameter showed no clear pattern (see Figure 46). This 
may be due to the influence of barrier flakes on the b* parameter [5]. 
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Figure 46: Relation between light blue flakes and colour parameters. Source: own source. 

The use of the a* parameter instead of the current method of light blue flake analysis would have to be 
subjected to further tests to reflect on whether this method can provide reliable information. 

3.3.5.7 Bulk density and PET dust 
It was assumed that the finer the PET flakes (i.e., the higher the bulk density), the higher the PET dust 
content. This topic was already inspected in Chapter 3.3.1.7. The Pearson coefficient obtained in 
correlation analysis was 0.334. Thus, PET dust was evaluated as partly dependent on bulk density (i.e., 
fineness of grinding) - nevertheless, it is important to consider that PET dust is also dependent on PET 
dust removal technologies [3]. Batches with low PET dust removal efficiencies yet low bulk density and 
at the same time, batches with higher bulk density but highly effective dust removal were observed in 
QC analysis. Such cases undermine the apparent notion of a clear positive correlation between these two 
variables. 
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4 CONCLUSION 
This work aimed to provide a detailed qualitative analysis of the E U PET flake market. Also, an effort 
was made to find quality trends and their causes, propose new methods in the field of PET flakes quality 
measurement, make recommendations connected to the individual suppliers, as well as to map current 
challenges in food-grade rPET recycling. In addition, a comprehensive literature review focusing on 
recycling technologies and quality parameters was carried out in the theoretical part. 

The first large group of parameters that were measured were the entrance QC quality parameters. The 
contamination of PET flakes with other plastics was the most important result. The limit of other 
polymers optimal for the proper functioning of the technology and the quality of rPET was observed in 
only 46% of the batches, and on average in only 4 suppliers out of 18. Although contamination by other 
polymers can have profound consequences (and according to the results of the analyses, it is a frequently 
occurring contamination), this parameter is not determined by EFSA. Furthermore, many manufacturers 
had problems complying with the limit for P V C content, even though P V C is a long and intensively 
discussed and monitored contaminant. 

Furthermore, spectrophotometric analyses were performed. The parameter L * was determined as an 
important indicator of the degradation of PET flakes. This parameter was thus proposed to develop 
a new method to determine the degradation of PET flakes to replace the existing visual method. This 
proposal was encouraged by correlation analysis between L * and visual evaluation. 

Concerning IV analysis, the aim was to propose a new method for IV measurement of PET flakes with 
a plastometer. Yet, the method was not reliable and accurate and thus no conclusions were drawn, 
although the results were consistent with the assumptions. Still, with further development of this method, 
it is believed that the method of measuring IV with a plastometer would be applicable in practice. 

The analysis of polymer contaminants showed that the most frequent and abundant contaminants are 
PETG, PS, polyolefins, HIPS, and PVC. Firstly, the EFSA requirements do not take the occurrence of 
PETG, PS, and HIPS into account despite their frequent occurrence. Furthermore, the most frequent 
polymer contaminants originate wholly or at least partially in the components of PET bottles, making 
PET bottles themselves the most critical source of contamination in the E U . 

For a general assessment of the E U market, this market has been divided into Western and Eastern. The 
Western market was found to be characterised by a higher degradation of PET flakes but also by a higher 
content of PVC and other polymers. Additionally, all the recommended suppliers operated in the Eastern 
market, while most of the non-recommended suppliers operated in the Western market. This may be due 
to the absence of manual sorting in Western countries, but also due to the multiple recycling cycles of 
PET bottles in the Western E U . 

As far as collection systems are concerned, it was found that since the polymeric contamination mainly 
comes from the components of PET bottles, the collection system does not influence the contamination 
content. Moreover, batches from DRS and mono-collection also contained faulty-sorted objects. Thus, 
it needs to be acknowledged that the implementation of DRS for PET bottles is not a guarantee of lower 
input contamination and therefore may not be of significant help to recyclers. 

While this work will yield important insights, optimising PET bottle recycling is still a long way off. To 
start with, given the results of the contamination origin analysis, the need for appropriate eco-design of 
PET bottles to better manage polymer contamination should be emphasised, either at the initiative of 
manufacturers or by directly embedding it in legislation. Furthermore, modifying the EFSA 
requirements to include a limit on other polymers was recommended. In the area of quality, it would 
also be appropriate to investigate other parameters of PET flakes such as volatile content, metal content, 
pH, etc., to a similar extent. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
AI artificial intelligence 
ATR attenuated total reflectance 
C M customer material 
des residual contamination 
Cmod model concentration 
DRS deposit-refund system 
EC European Commission 
EFSA European Food Safety Agency 
E P D M ethylene-propylene-diene monomer 
E U European Union 
E V O H ethylene vinyl alcohol 
FTIR Fourier transform infrared (spectroscopy) 
FTIR-ATR Fourier transform infrared (spectroscopy) with attenuated total reflectance 
IR infrared 
IV intrinsic viscosity 
L C A life cycle assessment 
LSP liquid-state polycondensation 
MIR mid-infrared 
M A S non-intentionally added substances 
NIR near-infrared 
PA polyamide 
PBT polybutylene terephthalate 
PDMS polydimethylsiloxane 
PE polyethylene 
PET polyethylene terephthalate 
PETG polyethylene terephthalate glycol 
P L A polylactic acid 
P M M A poly (methyl methacrylate) 
PP polypropylene 
PP+EPDM polypropylene and ethylene-propylene-diene monomer 
ppm parts per million 
PS polystyrene 
PU Polyurethane 
P V C polyvinylchloride 
QC quality control 
RGB red, green, blue 
rPET recycled PET 
S A N styrene acrylonitrile 
SOPs standard operating procedures 
SSP solid-state polycondensation 
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